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INTRODUCTION

The Land of the Fanns Landscape Partnership Scheme is based on the east London 
and west Essex border covering parts of four Local Authority areas: 
 
• London Borough of Havering  
• London Borough of Barking and Dagenham  
• Thurrock Council  
• Brentwood Council  
 
The partnership includes the four local authorities, along with Thames Chase Trust, 
the Forestry Commission and Essex County Council.  
 
The Land of the Fanns Landscape Partnership Scheme aims to improve, protect 
and enhance the natural and historic landscape within the area, and engage people 
to enjoy and celebrate its special character.  
 
Understanding the evolution, value and importance of the landscape to local 
people is a vital first step in the development of the Landscape Partnership 
Scheme. To achieve this, the partnership commissioned an Audience Development 
Plan, which will also be complemented by a Landscape Character Assessment and 
a Skills and Training Audit.  
 
This suite of documents will provide vital evidence, background and a framework 
to develop projects and engagement programmes to be included in the Landscape 
Conservation Action Plan (LCAP). The LCAP will be developed to become the 
‘manifesto’ for the Land of the Fanns Landscape Partnership, and will be submitted 
to the Heritage Lottery Fund as part of the Second Round application in 
September 2016. If approved, the LCAP will be the foundation for the subsequent 
delivery phase of the Landscape Partnership Scheme during 2016-2021.  
 

The Landscape Partnership Scheme Area 

The surviving London ‘fanns’ extending from the Essex Plateau to the Thames is a7    
unique landscape of fens, forest and farmland. Despite fragmentation, damage by 
human settlement and mineral extraction it is a landscape exceptionally rich in its 
geological, natural and cultural heritage. 
 
‘The Land of the Fanns’ Landscape Partnership will deliver an unprecedented 
programme of individual projects that will provide a coherent and structured 
approach to restoring the landscape, educating communities and providing 
opportunities for local people to learn new skills and appreciate and reconnect 
with the heritage around them. It will provide a lasting legacy for heritage, people 
and communities. 
 
The landscape is dynamic and will continue to change. A strong partnership as the 
backbone of this initiative will enable that change to be more positive, help to raise 
the area’s profile as one of the region’s most fascinating landscapes and promote 
the locality as a visitor destination. 
 

 
View of the Docklands from Bedfords Park © National Education Network
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Brief 

Barker Langham were commissioned to prepare the Audience Development Plan 
for the Land of the Fanns Landscape Partnership, a Heritage Lottery Fund-
supported scheme to revive and regenerate an area covering the edge of east 
London and Essex. This area, which has suffered from loss of inter-connectivity due 
to physical fragmentation and lack of awareness from the wider public, has the 
opportunity to positively impact people and communities, by connecting them to 
the landscape in a meaningful way, and if negative environmental impacts of the 
past and present can be reversed.  
 
The aim of this Audience Development Plan is to identify and prioritise the 
audiences that the scheme will need to reach, any participation barriers to 
overcome and the potential themes and opportunities to be developed and that 
will entice people to the area.  
 
We identified some key priorities, including the need for a strong brand and 
promotional approach across the landscape. We also identified key opportunities, 
such as enhancing volunteer involvement, fostering close work with local partners, 
enhancing marketing, increasing use of the landscape by wider audiences, creating 
more prospects to engage young people and responding to issues of 
fragmentation. 
 
Audience Engagement 

To inform the Audience Development Plan, we first undertook a detailed SWOT 
analysis of nine different visitor attractions within the scheme area to first 
understand who the current users of the landscape were and what partnership 
opportunities could be developed as part of the project.  
 
To understand target audiences for this project, particularly those who were not 
already engaged, we identified and addressed the barriers to participation, as well 
as how to promote engagement with the scheme. As part of the project’s First  

 
 
Round application to the HLF, two key groups were identified as priority 
audiences: White Working Class Residents in Deprived Areas and New Black and 
Minority Ethnic Residents. We confirmed these First Round proposed audiences as 
well as refined the target audiences to include family groups, schools, elderly 
people and people with disabilities. 
 
We engaged with a range of groups, including heritage and environmental 
organisations, potential partners who could develop and deliver activities as part of 
the scheme, schools and the public.  
 
We undertook public engagement in the form of: online and physical surveys, 
reaching 90 people; meetings with a residents association; interview with a youth 
group; informal conversations with parents outside a local Dagenham school; a 
schools survey completed by 18 schools; telephone interviews, as well as 
interviews with advocacy and service organisations. 
 
Challenges 

With a complex project such as this, that involves a wide geographic area, it was a 
challenge to initially engage with project partners, as they were based over a 
number of different local authority areas, and had no shared methodology for user 
data collection.  
 
Similarly, given the scheme area is a newly constructed entity, it proved challenging 
to engage the public who did not express an initial connection to the scheme area 
as a whole. Continued engagement throughout the remainder or the Development 
phase will allow this concept to be further promoted and to continue to work with 
target audiences and the public more generally to make connections and help 
them to understand, enjoy and celebrate its special character.  
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Outcomes 

Analysis of our audience development reveals a number of key findings, which are 
crucial in developing a programme that is relevant to the interests and responsive 
to the needs of the project’s audiences. Understanding these factors and answering 
them is integral to encouraging participation. 
 
The potential outcomes could have a profound impact on the communities who 
live within the scheme area. The Landscape Character Assessment produced by 
Alison Farmer Associates, as another piece of work informing the Landscape 
Conservation Action Plan, demonstrates the significance of the landscape and the 
need to reconnect people to it. 

Barriers to engagement 

• Intellectual: most people are unaware of what is happening in the local area 

• Perceptual: non-users who are not used to “wilder” areas sometimes 
experience fear in going to those places independently 

• Physical: lack of accessible public transportation prevents people from getting to 
key sites within the scheme area easily  

• Physical: there is difficulty from people with disabilities to access all parts of the 
landscape 

• Cultural: people lead busy lives so engaging with the landscape area requires a 
time commitment that some do not see as a priority 

• At the moment, many people do not travel long distances to use the landscape; 
some don’t travel even short distances to experience a green environment 

• There is a demand for training and learning new knowledge and skills relating to 
the environment 

Factors encouraging participation 

• For current non-users, many people are more inclined to engage if activities and 
opportunities are social and intergenerational  

• Low-cost or free 

• For schools, activities must feel like they are value for money; this perception is 
high when activities support both National Curriculum requirements and 
learning new skills 

Rationale for the project 

It has become clear, over the duration of the Development phase, for the need for 
the Land of the Fanns project to move forward. In conjunction with local priorities 
around local and regional green spaces, the multiplicity of health, regeneration and 
educational priorities of the project partners demonstrates a real and pressing need 
for this Landscape Partnership project to be realised. 
 
The lack of current participation by key audience segments indicates that much 
more can be done to engage, enthuse and inspire the local population, particularly 
audiences that come from deprived areas. Moreover, with other audience 
segments, such as schools, there is an expressed appetite for more programming, 
indicating an opportunity for the project to engage young people and students, 
instilling an appreciation and excitement for the landscape’s heritage and 
environment at an early age.  
 
Finally, at the strategic level, the potential for partnership-working across the 
project comes at an opportune moment; the consolidation of resources across 
local and regional authorities, environmental organisations, heritage groups and 
local community groups, will enable the project to reach a broader and larger 
audience than each entity could on its own, whilst sharing knowledge and expertise 
across a broader landscape.  
 
Emerging Projects 

At First Round, there were a number of activities and projects that had begun to 
be developed. We have reviewed and refined this list, and included further 
potential projects that have emerged from the consultation, relating to heritage, 
environment, as well as skills and training. Our work has particularly focused on 
projects that would be of relevance to the local community. The full list of projects 
can be found in Appendix III and this should be further refined and prioritised by 
the project board as the development phase continues. 
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VISION AND PRIORITIES 

Partnership working underpins the whole of the Land of the Fanns Project and a 
unified vision of what the project will achieve and the main outcomes is essential. A 
draft vision was developed at First Round, highlighting the ambition to better 
manage and understand the Land of the Fanns as the last remaining landscape of 
London as it once was.  
 
Early on in the development of the Audience Development Plan, Barker Langham 
reviewed this vision with the Project Board Members to find a common ground 
and define the foundations for the project. We interviewed:  
 

• Benjamin Sanderson, Regeneration Officer at London Borough of Havering 

• Jenny Austin, Community Woodland Manager at Forestry Commission 

• Martin Barkwith, Finance Trustee at Thames Chase Trust 

• Matt Wilson, Ranger Service Manager at London Borough of Barking and 
Dagenham 

• Scott Sullivan, Development Officer at Thames Chase Trust 

• Stephen Taylor, Programmes and Projects Manager at Thurrock Council 

• Stuart Anderson, Parks Officer at Brentwood Borough Council. 
 
The sections below summarise the vision and priorities for the Members, and 
outline the main perceived challenges of the project. 
 
Vision 

• Encourage environmental regeneration and solidify its place on local 
council agendas through tying the project in with existing priorities 

• Widen audiences, and making it accessible to local communities 

• Engage in wider and meaningful partnership working, unifying the project 
under a common goal 

• Raise profile of projects and financial support through partnership working 

• Strengthen relationship between residents and communities 
 

Objectives 

• Environment: Transform the green space back to its original form and 
reconnect the land 

• Access: Increase access for people in the community through raising the 
landscape’s profile through cultural and heritage projects and ensure 
physical and intellectual access for as many people as possible 

• Community: Increase community involvement and participation through 
identifying and addressing barriers to engagement  

• Perceptions: Change public perception of the landscape as being 
fragmented, industrial, unappealing 

• Strategic: Financial benefit and added value to partner organisations’ 
existing agendas, whist maximising use of resources between partners  

• Strategic: Forge partnerships between local authorities and wider 
organisations and strengthen inter-organisational relationships 

• Financial: Strive towards financial sustainability 
 
Opportunities 

• For people to see the Land of the Fanns landscape as a geographical area 
with assets within it 

• Inter-organisational partnerships providing support and invaluable 
knowledge across multiple areas 

• Increase participation and get fresh new ideas for projects 

• Raise the area's profile and bring more residents and partners on board 

• To join up different agendas 

• To create pride in the local region, bring about education and 
opportunities to equip people with skills 
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Challenges and Risks 

• Different views of success by partner organisations; establish some 
common success factors and buy-in from delivery partners 

• Lack of general awareness by the public and engaging new groups 

• Potential competing interests from different segments of community 

• Securing match-funding and sustaining the project following the conclusion 
of funding 

• Managing competing interests between stakeholders and audiences 

• Organisational and political changes could put resources and capacity of 
local authorities at risk 

• Future developments could further fragment landscape 
 

Legacy 

• Tie supported projects to existing priorities, so council remits will still 
continue this work beyond funding 

• Development of easily sustainable projects 

• Draw in more volunteers for maintenance of sites and get more buy-in 
from partners to provide resources. 

 
 

 
 

“There's a need to understand what locals 
think of the landscape, what they like and 
what the barriers and expectations are.” 

- Scott Sullivan, Thames Chase Trust 

Wetland plants at Rainham Marshes © Barker Langham 
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GEOGRAPHIC CONTEXT

Extension of the Landscape 

The Land of the Fanns area, included within the 
orange boundaries on the adjacent map, covers an 
area of 185 km2 (71.4 square miles), covering parts 
of the London Borough of Havering, the London 
Borough of Barking and Dagenham, Thurrock 
Council, Brentwood Council, and a small portion of 
the Borough of Basildon and Epping Forest. Whilst 
at the border between Greater London and Essex, it 
mainly sits within the latter County’s boundaries. 
There are approximately 630,000 people living 
around this landscape. 
 
Given its proximity to London, the western side of 
the Land of the Fanns is much more densely 
populated than its eastern counterpart. The major 
urban centres within or immediately surrounding the 
Land include: 
 

• Brentwood (49,463 people) to the north 

• Romford (15,921), Hornchurch (13,544), 
Upminster (12,833) and Dagenham to the west  

• Rainham (12,482), South Ockendon (18,069) 
and Grays (36,601) to the south  

• Stanford le Hope (6,379) and Basildon 
(107,123) to the east 
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Transport Links 

Transport links, so how visitors arrive and move 
around the Land of the Fanns area, emerge as one 
of the major challenges for the Land of the Fanns 
Project. The edges of the landscape are relatively 
accessible by public transport, but into the centre, 
links are not very frequent. Sustrans cycle networks, 
although widespread around the southern and 
eastern boundaries of the area, are limited to the 
outer edges. Car is by far the easiest way to get 
around the landscape. Helping people to understand 
how the landscape connects, undertaking both 
restoration and access improvements, is going to be 
one of the priorities for the Landscape Partnership.  
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Landscape Character Areas

Alison Farmer Associates were appointed to 
undertake a Landscape Character Assessment to 
highlight the variety of landscapes within the 
project area. The aim was to provide an 
understanding of the evolution of the landscape; 
articulate the current value placed on the area; 
identify current issues and opportunities; and 
provide a framework for the implementation of 
the Partnership’s objectives and themes. The 
Assessment has helped to identify and explain 
the unique combination of elements and 
features that make the Land of the Fanns 
distinctive by mapping and describing its 
character types and areas. 
 
The Land of the Fanns Project Area has been 
divided into 11 Landscape Character Areas that 
reflect local variations. These areas are unique due 
to a combination of special landscape characteristics 
and features and serve to demonstrate the 
considerable variation in landscape over a relatively 
short distance. 
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT WITH THE NATURAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

Engagement Figures 

There is the opportunity, as part of the audience development for Land of the 
Fanns, to build on a wealth of existing information at the national level to 
understanding broad issues, behaviours and benefits of people living in England.  
 
Natural England’s most recent annual report Monitor of Engagement with the 
Natural Environment (2015), collected detailed information on the public’s use and 
enjoyment of the natural environment, with particular emphasis on visits to the 
outdoors. It found that, between March 2013 and February 2014: 
 

• Around 90% of the adult population visited the outdoors at least once in the 
last twelve months, while around 40% had taken a visit within the last week 

• Around 25% of visits involved some form of expenditure – resulting in an 
estimated spend of £17 billion between March 2013 and February 2014 

• Walking was by far the most frequently undertaken activity. Half of visits 
involved walking with a dog 

• Visiting the outdoors for health or exercise accounted for an estimated 1.3 
billion visits 

• 75% of visits lasted were less than two hours in duration, while 33% involved 
walking to the visit destination 

• Lack of time was the most frequently cited barrier to visiting the natural 
environment  

• Around 20% mentioned poor health as a barrier to visiting the outdoors, while 
around 10% cited poor weather and/or old age 

• Those less likely to have taken a visit to the natural environment were those of 
Black and Minority Ethnic (BAME) origin, those aged 65 and over, those with a 
long-term illness or disability and those in the lower DE social grades 

• Younger people and BAME residents were more open to making changes to 
their lifestyle to protect the natural environment 

• There is an overall upward trend in visits taken for health or exercise. 
 

 
Wildlife at Chafford Gorges © Barker Langham 

The Health Merits of Green Spaces  

The idea that contact with nature is good for human health and wellbeing is the 
subject of research in diverse disciplines such as psychiatry, ecology, leisure and 
recreation, to name a few. Driving this is the central notion that contact with 
nature is beneficial, perhaps even essential, to meet the physical, psychological, 
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social and spiritual needs of people. Providing access to plants, gardens and nature 
enhances healing when people are ill or recovering.  
 
According to GreenLINK’s Blue Sky, Green Space (2010), over 90% of the UK 
population lives in cities, and green space in these cities provides 14% of the urban 
landmass. Such a small figure does no justice to the ability that good quality 
landscapes have to improve physical and mental health conditions, both at the 
individual and social level.  

Physical benefits 
Green landscapes improve air, water and soil quality, and can reduce perceived 
noise in urban areas. They also encourage physical activity, intended both as 
everyday movement such as walking or cycling to work, or intensive recreation. 
The Landscape Institute reported, for example, that physically inactive staff take 
25% more sick leave than active workers (2013). Physical activity has direct effect 
in overcoming major health problems too, such as obesity, cardiovascular disease 
and type-2 diabetes. Obesity will be Britain’s biggest killer in 10-15 years if current 
trends persist. In an analysis of the economic value of green spaces, the charity 
Groundwork stated that individuals with easy access to green space are three times 
as likely to participate in physical activity and 40% less likely to become obese  

Mental benefits 
Improvement in people’s mental health is one of the benefits of a better physical 
environment. Physical activity in daily life can increase opportunities for social 
engagement, thus encouraging social wellbeing and increasing people’s sense of 
security. In fact, good quality landscapes are propitious places where people can 
build social networks, increase social interaction, as well as reduce antisocial 
behaviour and isolation. Many community managed green spaces exist primarily to 
create therapeutic opportunities for disadvantaged or excluded groups such as 
adults with learning difficulties, the elderly and ethnic minority communities. 
 
It is not uncommon that people experiencing mental distress use physical activities 
such as walking, gardening and exercise to help lift their mood and reduce stress. 
Green space and people’s ability to relax are deeply interconnected. A number of 
studies have concluded that access to nature promotes recovery from stress and 
attention fatigue, and has positive effects on concentration, self-discipline and 
physiological stress (Landscape Institute, 2013).  

Economic benefits 
The economic impact of good quality landscapes is potentially huge. Mental illness 
already costs the NHS £14 billion annually but only 25% of those that are mentally 
ill are currently receiving treatment. Moreover, if everyone had access to green 
spaces, costs to the NHS on obesity could be reduced by up to £2 billion.  
 
Linking priorities across the landscape  

We have seen the range of benefits that have been linked to engagement with the 
natural environment. Subsequently, the anticipated benefits of the transformation 
linked to the Land of the Fanns project could contribute to the integration of 
physical and mental benefits for individuals, along with economic benefits for the 
wider community. These benefits could be enhanced through a strong activity plan 
and programme that both encourages engagement as well as focuses on health 
priorities. Our recommendation is that the development of activities be holistic and 
that priority be placed on programmes and projects that encompass a range of 
priorities, including health, economics, culture and heritage, simultaneously. 
 

 
The Gruffalo Trail at Thorndon Country Park © Mission2mum 
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DEMOGRAPHIC CONTEXT 

Population Growth 

We have conducted detailed demographic research to understand the make up of 
the population in the Land of the Fanns scheme and surrounding area, with a focus 
on the six local authorities that fall within the landscape. The population 
surrounding the Landscape Partnership is growing rapidly and is projected to 
continue growing, especially around the London Borough of Barking and 
Dagenham.  

Havering 
As of 2013, 242,080 people live in Havering. There is a 5.7% projected growth in 
population between 2012-2017, thus reaching 255,765 in 2017 and a 7.5% 
projected growth in population between 2012-2019 with 260,976 by 2019. 
Romford Town has seen the biggest population change since 2001 due to new 
housing developments, followed by Brooklands, Squirrel’s Heath and South 
Hornchurch (Demographic and Diversity Profile of Havering’s Population, 2015). 

Barking and Dagenham 
Since 2001, Barking and Dagenham has seen rapid population growth (by 16% 
compared to 9% for England), linked to both to new housing development and 
birth rate changes. The population structure has changed significantly with 
particularly large increases in the numbers of younger people living in the borough. 
The population between 2012 and 2020 is projected to grow further by 17.8% 
from 191,570 to 225,629 (Joint Strategic Needs Assessment for Barking and 
Dagenham, 2014). 

Thurrock 
The population projections estimate that, from 2012, the total population will 
increase to 176,500 by 2022 and 192,535 by 2032. This is an increase of 10.6% 
and 20.7% respectively. On top of a regular increase in the number of births, there 
has also been substantial movement of people from London to Thurrock (Joint 
Strategic Needs Assessment for Thurrock Council, 2015). 
 

Brentwood 
The Brentwood borough population is projected to increase from 74,900 people 
in 2014 to 88,400 by 2035, thus representing an 18% increase. There is a significant 
increase expected in individuals aged 56-75 and individuals over 76 and a significant 
fall in absolute numbers of individuals aged 16 to 25 (Essex Local Authority 
Portraits, 2014). 

Basildon 
The population is projected to increase from around 178,500 people to just above 
203,000 by 2035. The number of residents living in the district that are aged 65 
and over is expected to increase from 30,800 people to nearly 46,200 by 2035 
(Essex Local Authority Portraits, 2014). 

Epping Forest 
The population is projected to increase from 128,100 people to 155,700 by 2035. 
The number of residents living in the district that are aged 65 and over is expected 
to increase from 25,000 to 37,900, that is from 19.5% to 24.4% by 2035 (Essex 
Local Authority Portraits, 2014). 
 

 
View of London from Rainham Marshes © Barker Langham 
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Age 

There is a large difference between the local authorities in terms of the age of their 
populations. Whilst Barking and Dagenham has a remarkably lower median age 
than the remaining boroughs, it is only slightly lower than London’s median age. 
This, compared to Brentwood or Epping Forest’s median ages of 43 and 42, 
respectively, shows a marked and varied population across the scheme area in 
terms of age and, subsequently, target audiences.  
 

 
Ethnicity 

According to the 2011 Census, the six boroughs are relatively homogenous in 
terms of ethnicity, with the exception of Barking and Dagenham, which has 
significantly higher levels of ethnic diversity than neighbouring areas. Havering, 
Epping Forest, Thurrock, Brentwood and Basildon have 80.9% to 89.5% White 
British residents, compared to 49.5% in Barking and Dagenham. There the second 
most common ethnicity is African at 15.4%. This is also the second most common 
group for Thurrock (6.2%) and Havering (3.2%). 
 

 
Employment 

The proportion of economically active residents in Thurrock and Barking and 
Dagenham is lower than the regional figure. Only 42.6% of Thurrock’s and 34.9% 
of Barking and Dagenham’ population is in full time employment. In contrast, 
Havering, Basildon and Brentwood have a higher percentage of retired individuals, 
with Brentwood having the highest at 14.9%. Epping Forest stands out as the 
borough with the highest percentage of self-employed residents (14.6%), high even 
when compared to the national figure.  
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Occupation 

Havering, Brentwood and Basildon have a higher percentage of individuals in 
Professional Occupations with Brentwood having 20.5%, Epping Forest 16.4%, 
Havering 14.1% and Basildon 13.7%. Across all six boroughs the percentage of 
residents in Administrative and Secretarial Occupations is above the national and 
regional averages. Barking and Dagenham and Thurrock have instead a significantly 
higher proportion of people in Physical and Elementary Occupations.  
 
Education 

Havering, Epping Forest, Barking and Dagenham, Thurrock and Basildon share 
similar percentages of the population without any qualifications, averaging out to 
26.3%, which is higher than the London figure of 17.6% and England figure of 
22.5%. In comparison, Brentwood has 19.4%. Both Epping Forest and Brentwood 
have the highest percentage of their population who acquired Level 4 
Qualifications and above – Epping Forest at 25.3% and Brentwood at 30.9%. 
Thurrock has a percentage of 17.4%, which is strikingly lower than the London 
figure of 37.7% and the England figure of 27.4%.  
 
Religious Affiliation 

According to the 2011 Census, the six boroughs are relatively homogenous in 
terms of religion, with the exception of Barking and Dagenham, which is more 
diverse and has a larger Muslim population. Havering, Epping Forest, Thurrock, 
Brentwood and Basildon have 60.3% to 65.6% Christian residents, compared to 
56% in Barking and Dagenham. In order of highest to lowest percentage, the four 
prevalent religions across the Land of the Fanns are Christianity, Islam, Hinduism 
and Sikhism.  
 
Disability 

All six boroughs generally have good health and a high percentage of no unpaid 
care. Barking and Dagenham, Basildon and Havering, however, have around 4.7% 
of their population in bad health, which is higher than the London figure. Data also 
shows that 51% of the population in Brentwood has very good health, surpassing 
the London average of 50.5% and England’s average of 47.2%.  

 
Giant tree playhouse at Thames Chase © Barker Langham  
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Deprivation 

There is great variation in terms of deprivation across the Landscape Partnership, 
with areas ranging between some of England’s most and least deprived based on 
the ONS measure of Indices of Multiple Deprivation. The regions covered by the 
scheme are ranked below from most to least deprived, where the local authority 
ranked 1st out of 354 is the most deprived nationally: Barking and Dagenham, 
Thurrock, Basildon, Havering, Epping Forest and Brentwood. 
 

 
 
Barking and Dagenham is in the top 7% most deprived boroughs in England. The 
areas of most deprivation are situated around Mayesbrook, Alibon and Eastbury. 
Within each of the other local authorities there are also pockets of deprivation, 
such as Grays and Purfleet for example. Compared to the other boroughs, 
Brentwood is in a relatively good position, being in the 20% least deprived districts 
nationally.  
 
Understanding the location of these pockets of deprivation, which merge all of the 
above data in terms of income, employment, health, disability, education, etc., has 
been key to the development of a solid and targeted engagement strategy. 
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Catchment Area

The catchment area is a key indicator that facilitates and enables the forecasting of 
potential visitor numbers to an attraction. It is an advantage that the Land of the 
Fanns is located next to the large population of London and its suburbs, as this 
enhances its market potential. Apart from population, this proximity also implies 
that the Land of the Fanns benefits from a good public transport infrastructure on 
its edges, although not at its core, such as the underground and rail networks, 
buses and major highways. 
 
When defining a landscape’s catchment area, it is important to determine how far 
normal users would be willing to travel to get to it, yet this can vary enormously. 
Many attractions are local with most of their visitors coming from within a few 
miles. Other attractions have regional catchment areas, drawing most of their 
visitors from a few tens of miles. For the Land of the Fanns, which serves more as 
leisure facility for local and regional residents rather than as major national tourist 
attraction, it seems thus safe to define the catchment area up to a 30-minute drive 
time.  
 
The 5 minutes catchment are comprises a population of 230,546, the 10 minutes 
catchment area comprises a population of 1,017,801, the 15 minutes catchment 
area comprises 2,436,251 people and the 30 minutes catchment area comprises 
7,049,986 people. 
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LOCAL ATTRACTIONS 
 
As part of the Audience Development Plan, Barker Langham sought to understand 
current audiences, the landscape offer, as well as any barriers specific to different 
audience groups.  
 
Over the months of October and November 2015, we approached twelve major 
attractions falling inside the Land of the Fanns landscape area to understand the 
organisation’s views around audience engagement, operations, programming, etc.  
 
Inside the Landscape Area 

Not all the local attractions were able to participate and provide us with 
information, so the situations analysis that forms the basis of this Audience 
Development Plan is grounded on data received from nine sites within the 
landscape area. The following few pages explore each of these nine sites in greater 
depth.  

 

• Belhus Lowland Quarry Farmland – Belhus Country Park (did not 
participate) and Thames Chase Forest Centre (participated) 

• Brentwood Wooded Hills – Thorndon Country Park (participated) 

• Dagenham Corridor – Eastbrookend Country Park (participated) 

• Havering Wooded Hills – Bedfords Park (participated) 

• Ingrebourne Valley – Hornchurch Country Park (participated) 

• Langdon Hills and Farmland – Langdon Hills Country Park (did not 
participate) 

• Mardyke – no major sites identified 

• Orsett Lowland Hills – no major sites identified 

• Rainham Aveley and West Thurrock Marshes – High House Production 
Park (participated), Purfleet Heritage And Military Centre (did not 
participate) and Rainham Marshes (participated) 

• Thurrock Reclaimed Fen – Thames Chase Forest Centre (participated) and 
Upminster Windmill (participated) 

• West Thurrock Quarry Townscape – Chafford Gorges Nature Park 
(participated). 

 
Outside the Landscape Area 

For the purposes of this Audience Development Plan we focused on those sites 
located within the landscape area. However, the local attractions listed below are 
all situated close to the boundaries of the Land of the Fanns and could become 
close project partners in the future. We recommend that the project team create 
new partnership and continue to develop existing relationships with these sites.  
 

• Barleylands Craft Village And Farm Centre 

• Brentwood Museum 

• Cater Museum 

• Coalhouse Fort  

• Eastbury Manor House  

• Essex Fire Museum 

• Havering Museum 

• Rainham Hall  

• Redbridge Museum 

• The Old Chapel Upminster  

• Thurrock Museum 

• Upminster Tithe Barn / Museum of Nostalgia 

• Valence House 
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MAP OF ATTRACTIONS IN LOCAL AREA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key :  

 Attractions inside the Land of the Fanns that provided information 

 Attractions inside the Land of the Fanns that did not provide information 

 Attractions outside the Land of the Fanns 

 
 

1. Barleylands Craft Village  
2. Bedfords Park  
3. Belhus Country Park  
4. Brentwood Museum 
5. Cater Museum 
6. Chafford Gorges Nature Park  
7. Coalhouse Fort  
8. Eastbrookend Country Park  
9. Eastbury Manor House  
10. Essex Fire Museum 
11. Havering Museum 
12. High House Production Park  
13. Hornchurch Country Park  
14. Langdon Hills Country Park  
15. Purfleet Heritage and Military Centre 
16. Rainham Hall  
17. Rainham Marshes  
18. Redbridge Museum 
19. Thames Chase Forest Centre  
20. The Old Chapel Upminster  
21. Thorndon Country Park  
22. Thurrock Museum 
23. Upminster Tithe Barn / Museum of 

Nostalgia 
24. Upminster Windmill  
25. Valence House 

Land of the Fanns Attractions

Land of the Fanns (Aprox)

Land of the Fanns

Outside the area

All items

Inside the area - Respondents

All items

Inside the area - Non-respondents

All items
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11 

23 
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BEDFORDS PARK  

Bedfords Park is a local nature reserve and site of Metropolitan Interest for 
National Conservation and includes many valuable habitats including mature 
woodland, species rich wildflower meadows, ponds, streams and marshy areas. The 
215-acre site is owed and managed by the London Borough of Havering, with a 
Bedfords Park Visitor Centre managed by the Essex Wildlife Trust (EWT). The 
visitor centre, although quite tired, provides public toilets, a small café and gift shop, 
and educational exhibitions – although this interpretation is in need of a refresh. 
 
Up to date visitor numbers are not recorded, but the last recorded data (2009) 
shows annual visitors of 37,700.  The centre receives a high proportion of school 
visits and visitors who come to walk their dogs. 
 
Bedfords Park is not easily accessible by public transportation. It is possible to walk 
to the visitor centre from a couple of bus stops that are at the edge of the 
landscape, but most people come by car. Location and ease of access are a main 
issue for users. There are some wheelchair accessible routes, and plans to improve 
the bridal path to attract more horse riders. There is no digital interpretation at 
Bedfords and visitors have already mentioned that they would like to see more 
wildlife information across the landscape. 
 

 
Havering and East London Ramblers © Barker Langham 

 
The EWT Volunteer Officer coordinates volunteering activities across all EWT 
sites. Additional staff also deliver volunteer-specific training in the wider Bedfords 
Park – specifically the community herb garden. Volunteer numbers are always 
increasing – although volunteers tend to be older people.  
 
The Park offers a regular programme of paid for events and activities for adults and 
families, as well as a number of educational programmes aimed at schools and 
community groups. Community events are advertised online, through social media, 
on noticeboards and through a printed leaflet.  
 
All EWT sites work closely with each other, but Bedfords also works with other 
local partners: Clear Village, the parent body of the Walled Garden in the Park; 
Havering Council, the landowner; and the Friends of Bedfords Park, a voluntary 
group carrying out practical land-based and horticultural tasks. Recently, Bedfords 
delivered some photography and arts courses in partnership with Havering’s Adult 
College and Dementia. 
 

 
 
  

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
• Year- round family friendly events and activities 
including talks and tours
• Warm welcome at the visitor centre 
• Small gift shop and cafe
• Good interpretation on the wildlife in the park
• Many regular daily and weekly users
• Fantastic views of London and into Kent
• Educational programmes for schools well attended
• Park perceived as safe, clean and well-maintained
• Some accessible routes

• Visitor centre - could increase visitor numbers
• No recent user and demographic data
• Poorly signposted Park and not so easy to find
• No easy access by public transportation
• Interpretation panels are in need of a refresh 
• Limited digital interpretation and 
intterpretation in the landscape

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
• Enhance volunteer-specific training and activities
• Better use of large decked area that is a great place 
to relax 
• Improved bridal path to attract more horse riders
• A number of habitats to explore, interesting wildlife 
and captive herd of red deer
• Closer work with other Essex Wildlife Trust sites and 
local partners

• Struggle to get volunteers during the holiday 
period
• Competition from other local attractions that 
do not charge for events

BEDFORDS PARK - SWOT ANALYSIS
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EASTBROOKEND COUNTRY PARK 

Eastbrookend Country Park is an 84-hectare park and Local Nature Reserve 
located in the so-called Dagenham Corridor landscape character area. The site was 
formerly derelict land, which was turned into a park by large scale earth moving to 
create an undulating landscape with wild flower grassland mixes and over 50,000 
trees. There are now four lakes on the park, three available for day-ticket fishing.  
 
Most users arrive to Eastbrookend by car. It is possible to take a bus from 
Dagenham Heathway station (District Line) to the Country Park and the stop is 
named after the landscape, so it is rather self-explanatory. From Dagenham East 
station visitors can follow a footpath into the Country Park for about 15 minutes.  
 
The eco-friendly Millennium Centre is the local visitor and education centre and 
starting point for one of the many suggested walks. There is a solid bound gravel 
trail network across the Park, but overall the landscape is in need of better path 
maintenance. In recent years, with reduction of funding and staff, the Park and its 
facilities have degraded.  
 
Cutbacks to the Ranger Service in past years have resulted in fewer events and 
activities in the Park, the loss of valued educational services and very limited scope 
to engage local communities. The number of volunteers dropped significantly and 
visitors started to be frustrated by the decrease in the quality of the offer. The 
poor café offer, which has experienced long term closure, lack of fully accessible 
paths and trails, and modest play areas have been also putting off potential users. 
Significant engagement is needed to attract people who are not using the Park, re-
attract lapsed users and actively promote the Park to local groups and networks.  
 
Eastbrookend is popular among local flora and fauna enthusiasts. The Park and the 
Millennium Centre are highly valued by current users, but are under-used by the 
wider community. Many local people are not aware of Eastbrookend and its offer, 
and are unlikely to discover it without active outreach or marketing. On Google 
satellite map, moreover, the Park is coloured white rather than green, which staff 
believe has been detrimental to visitor numbers.  
 

Social Life undertook an audience study in 2014, which demonstrated that dog 
walking is the most common activity at the Park, although there are also a 
significant number of people involved with the Angling Club. Almost half of current 
users are aged 60 or over, with a large proportion of people aged 41-60. There 
are a consistently low number of young users, although families with small children 
are regular users. Most users of the Park are male, with only 31% female users. 
Current Park users mostly come from Dagenham and Romford. A smaller number 
come from Hornchurch, but overall the Park’s audience remains quite local.  
 
Eastbrookend works closely with the Thames Chase Trust, but finds it is in 
competition with a number of other neighbouring urban and country parks. The 
Park’s staff have recently worked on improving the brand and providing a more 
attractive offer to the public.  
 

 
Millennium Centre at Eastbrookend Country Park © Penoyre and Prasad Architects 

A conservation volunteer programme runs every Friday at Eastbrookend and 
includes invasive species control, pond restoration, meadow maintenance, fire 
break creation, litter picking, fence making, tree planting and scrub clearance. There 
are about 12 volunteers per week on this programme, but boosting volunteer 
numbers to support other operational aspects such as community outreach and 
marketing activities is a priority.  
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Repeat users form the largest proportion of current audiences, so it is important to 
improve marketing to new groups. The Country Park fair, which is the biggest 
annual event organised at Eastbrookend, aims to attract new types of visitors and 
last year it attracted almost 7,000 people.  
 
Primary and secondary schools are regular users, and there are many popular 
events for 3-12 year olds during the holiday period. Teenagers are especially 
difficult to engage with at the Park. In the past Eastbrookend received limited 
funding from the Big Lottery to hire some skateboarding tutors for young local 
people, an initiative that proved very successful. The Park also aims to engage more 
mental health and dementia groups for walks. Currently there are 10-20 regular 
individuals, but this resource is greatly underused.  
 

 
Elderflower picking, a Youth Workshop at Eastbrookend Country Park © Company 

Ranger events and activities are advertised on the Park’s webpage, which is part of 
the wider LBBD website, and through the Council’s social media. Creating better 
Internet presence to promote the services and activities available at Eastbrookend, 
including room hire, is a priority at the moment. Leaflets that promote the Park are 
dropped off at LBBD schools. There are no leaflets at Eastbrookend and on-site 
interpretation is made available through panels, which are very tired and in need of 
a refresh.  
 
 

  

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
• Widely used Park for dog walking and fishing
• Regular education to primary and secondary 
schools 
• Much loved place for regular users
• Good conservation volunteer programme 
• Eco-friendly Millennium Centre hosts 
exhibitions and a wildlife gallery
• The Park is well signposted and there are 
three car parks

• With reduction of funding and staff, the Park 
and its facilities have deteriorated
• The Park and Millennium Centre are under-
used by the wider community
• Difficulty in attracting new users
• Cutbacks to the Ranger Service have resulted 
in fewer events and activities 
• Number of volunteers dropped significantly 
• Limited public transport to reach the Park 
• Tired and old information panels
• Landscape in need of better path 
maintenance and not wheelchair friendly

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
• Boost volunteer numbers to support 
community outreach and marketing 
• The Country Park fair, the biggest and most 
popular annual event
• Close collaboration with the Thames Chase 
Trust
• Increase family visits as well as mental health 
and dementia groups
• Improve routes and trails so people can 
better access the landscape
• Offer training in habitat management and 
biodiversity surveying

• Almost half of current users are aged 60 or 
over and there is a consistently low number of 
young users
• Competition with a number of other 
neighbouring urban and country parks
• The Park is not correctly labelled on Google 
satellite map

EASTBROOKEND COUNTRY PARK - SWOT ANALYSIS
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HORNCHURCH COUNTRY PARK 

Hornchurch Country Park, a 104.5-hectare park on the former site of Hornchurch 
Airfield, is owned and managed by the London Borough of Havering and falls 
within the Ingrebourne Valley character area.  It contains interconnecting habitats, 
including river, open water, marsh, grassland, red bed, ancient woodland, scrub and 
hedgerows, freshwater red bed. It is designated as a Site of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSI) and a Local Nature Reserve. The Country Park has links to other 
green spaces, including Berwick Glades and Hill, Rainham and Ingrebourne Hill.  
 
The site’s military history is also very important. The former RAF Hornchurch base 
was used during the First and Second World Wars.  Squadrons of Spitfires based 
here played an important role protecting London during the Battle of 
Britain.  Various artefacts and relics of the site’s RAF history are still visible from 
within the park including an aircraft dispersal bay, pillboxes, and Tett turrets.  
 
Most people arrive on site by car, however, public transport links are good. The 
Park can be accessed by several bus routes, a train station is a 15-min walk away. 
And there are several cycle and walking paths. The Park is also accessible by 
following the Ingrebourne Way foot and cycle path along the river at Hornchurch 
Stadium and the National Cycle Route 136 runs through the park. 
 
The Essex Wildlife Trust (EWT) opened a new Heritage Lottery-funded visitor 
centre at the Park in October 2015. Before this, visitors to the Park were 
estimated at 140,000 pa. This figure is now expected to increase significantly.  The 
new visitor centre’s facilities include an observation hall, café, shop, toilets and 
heritage education spaces. It also offers venue hire with up to date technology. The 
visitor centre and Park are accessible with an excellent network of footpaths, cycle 
paths and bridle paths that provide panoramic views over valley and its wildlife. 
The Park’s play area is very popular, with recent counts suggesting up to 200 
users/day.  
 
There is digital media available throughout the building, providing the centre with 
up-to-date technology along with interpretation panels. The education room has 
an interactive screen that educational and community groups can make full use of. 
Other items, such as iPads, information screens and a Smart table are also available 
to the public. The visitor centre offers leaflets that will be updated soon to improve 
orientation across the landscape. 

 
Volunteer numbers are increasing on site, largely through the work of the HLF 
project. To market all of these activities, Hornchurch produces a leaflet, is on social 
media and has a bespoke webpage.  
 
The site is a great asset for the area; some new users come just for the centre café, 
while long-time users have dramatically increased their dwell time with the new 
facilities. Research and user surveys indicate that the majority of visitors visit more 
often than 2-3 times per year and stay 1-4 hours. The main reasons for visiting 
include walking, getting some fresh air, to view birds and wildlife, to enjoy the 
landscape and to improve health.  
 
Before the visitor centre was built, the main barriers included poor facilities (lack of 
seating, little disabled facilities, no toilet facilities), the lack of signage indicating how 
to get to the Country Park, the poor transport links (which also limited regular 
community engagement beyond the work of the rangers), the feeling that the Park 
was unsafe. Before the HLF funding, only 54% of visitors were satisfied with the 
overall impression of the Country Park. 
 

 

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
• High number of regular visitors and long dwell 
time (1-4 hours) - increased through new facilities
• Excellent facilities in new visitor centre
• The site is fully accessible through footpaths, 
cycle paths and bridle paths
• Activities specifically designed for difficult to 
engage 11-19 year olds 
• The Park’s play area is very popular (up to 200 
users on a busy day)
• Arrival by public transport works quite well
• Digital media available throughout the building

• Before the visitor centre, barriers 
concerned facilities, lack of signage, poor 
transport links, limited provision for 
teenagers and visitors with disabilities
• The new visitor centre needs an outdoor 
covered area, additional car parking and 
better outdoor lighting 
• The Essex Wildlife Trust is always short of 
staff

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
• Inter-generational family events and activities 
• Regular events and activities associated with its 
former use as an airfield
• Potential to expand existing Friends group 
• Popular new memory booth with scope to 
develop activities around it

• Struggle to get new volunteers during the 
holiday period

HORNCHURCH COUNTRY PARK - SWOT ANALYSIS
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CHAFFORD GORGES NATURE PARK 

The 200-acre Nature Park is located at the heart of Chafford Hundred in the West 
Thurrock Quarry Townscape landscape character area. From the 18th century to 
the end of the 1950s a large proportion of the landscape was extensively quarried 
for Brickearth to make bricks, gravel and chalk, with flint as a side product, The site 
includes the former chalk quarries known as Warren Gorge, Lion Gorge and Grays 
Gorge together with the connecting land of Gibbs Wood and Wouldham Cliffs It 
is now a beautiful area for wildlife with trees like oak and birch and many unusual 
orchids. The Gorges include well-surfaced paths, many fully accessible, taking 
visitors around the lakes, meadows and woodland. 
 
The charity Chafford Gorges Limited, a subsidiary of EWT, owns and operates the 
Chafford Gorges Nature Park.  The free entry visitor centre includes facilities such 
as refreshments, gift shop, wheelchair accessible toilets, baby changing, hearing 
loop, education room and free car parking. Interpretation on site includes maps, 
leaflets, site guides, walks, talks and display boards. The public’s perception of the 
site overall is good, valuing EWT’s role as a conservation charity that is trying to 
promote and protect wildlife in Essex for the community and visitors. 
 

 
Wildlife at Chafford Gorges © Barker Langham 

Visitors to special events and birthday parties at Chafford Gorges average 12,500, 
while visitors to site average 25,000. EWT’s educational work at the Park attracts 
1,700 school children and about 800 community groups. There are also 14 visitor 
centre volunteers, two educational volunteers and nine conservation volunteers.  
 
Chafford Gorges’ programme of events and activities is very successful. Birthday 
parties, baby showers, christenings, dog events, festive large events, school visits, 
community groups, nature conservation initiatives, work parties, organised walks 
and events are always fully booked. Visitors to special events and birthday parties 
at Chafford Gorges average 12,500, while visitors to site average 25,000. EWT’s 
educational work at the Park attracts 1,700 school children and about 800 
community groups. There are also 14 visitor centre volunteers, two educational 
volunteers and nine conservation work volunteers.  
 
Advertisement of conservation activities and other events is done through a range 
of media, including EWT website, Facebook, Twitter, NetMums, N-Gage, 
Kidaround, local newspapers, BBC Radio Essex, school leaflets, assemblies, local 
noticeboards and local group meetings.  
 

  

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
• Site's uniqueness brings visitors from 
across England
• Well used by the public for informal 
recreation, including local dog walkers 
• KS1-KS4 schools programme
• Popular for birthday parties and 
community celebrations
• Events and activities always fully booked
• Interpretation about the park and its 
heritage
• Site easily accessible by public transport

• No demographic data recorded
• Staffing shortages at EWT
• More seating and a function space in the visitor 
centre would be good
• Only certain routes around the reserve are 
wheelchair friendly
• More brown tourist signs and better general 
signage needed
• Dogs are restricted to certain areas or to 
certain specified times

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
• Encourage and motivate more volunteers
• To expand education programme to 
more adult and community projects
• Opportunity to experience wildlife, history 
and geology all in one place

• The site has tried to deliver partnership 
activities in the past but always seemed to be 
doing all the work
• Struggle to get new volunteers during the 
holiday period
• Interpretation rarely updated due to costs
• Anti social behaviour in the area

CHAFFORD GORGES NATURE PARK - SWOT ANALYSIS
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RSBP RAINHAM MARSHES 

Rainham Marshes, located in the Rainham Aveley and West Thurrock Marshes 
landscape character area, is managed by the RSPB. The visitor centre has large 
windows that give a good view over the marsh with its wading birds, dragonflies, 
birds of prey and water voles. The centre is full of environmentally friendly features, 
some of which have won awards, including a café, shop, toilets and a demountable 
classroom. There are three outdoor learning classroom areas on the reserve and 
three viewing hides. There is also a free car park for visitors and a giant play anthill 
allowing children to clamber and explore. 
 
Interpretation is provided through leaflets and panels in the visitor centre, as well as 
panels in the three hides. There is mobile interpretation around the site in the form 
of boards. Knowledgeable staff also provide verbal interpretation during the guided 
walks, which occur three times per week and are very popular. There is a Rainham 
Marshes app available and introductory video in the centre.  
 
The Marshes have three miles of visitor trails / boardwalks and the river wall, which 
are fully accessible. Visitors can easily spend a couple of hours on site. There is 
generally positive feedback from visitors about the facilities, but certain users would 
like to see the trails open beyond the normal hours to be able to see wildlife in the 
dark. This has been addressed by extending the opening hours in the summer and 
occasionally organising evening events. The river wall itself is open 24/7. 
 
Purfleet train station is only 10 minutes walk from the visitor centre and there is a 
bus stop nearby. Thurrock Council is currently working on improving signage 
around the area, which will include indications of how to get to Rainham Marshes. 
While accessibility is not bad, the location of the Marshes could be a barrier for 
some. For instance, visitors have complained about the fact that discounted travel 
for the elderly is not extended to include Purfleet.  
 
A large number of events are held throughout the year, some specifically for 
children or families. There are regular guided walks for which no booking is 
required. The programme of summer school holiday drop-in activities for children / 
families is particularly popular and Rainham Marshes typically receive 120 people 
per week. Attendance varies from two to 15 people per event, although occasional 
initiatives such as the Big Wild Sleep Out are fully booked. What’s on marketing 

occurs through press releases in the local newspapers and radio, social media and 
the Rainham website which is linked to the RSPB.  
 
Rainham Marshes receive an estimated 130,000 visits per year – 40,000 to the 
reserve trails, 45,000 to the café and 45,000 along the river wall. Nearly 50,000 
people and 3,500 school children visit the Marshes every year. 
 
In 2014/15, approximately 15% of the visitors that went out onto the reserve trails 
were from Havering and Thurrock. Since October 2012, Rainham Marshes have 
had 161 school / brownie / scout / adult education visits – of these 58 (36%) came 
from Havering (a total of 33 different groups), and 23 (14%) came from Thurrock 
(17 different groups). These came from between 0.5 to 51 miles distance. Several 
‘healthy living’ groups also use the reserve regularly. 
 
The Marshes have 116 registered volunteers working on habitat management, 
surveys, guided walks, admin duties, as well as café and shop duties. They are 
provided with appropriate induction and training as required by their role. Most 
volunteers come from within the boroughs of Havering and Thurrock, as a result of 
opportunities advertised in ‘Countryside Job Service’, ‘Environment Jobs’ and local 
volunteering networks. 
 
 

 
RSPB visitor centre at Rainham Marshes © Barker Langham 
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The site’s target audiences include local people, general interest families and 
individuals, as well as active nature enthusiasts. Rainham Marshes are developing a 
family-friendly trail as well as a range of activities to attract more families and 
increase their dwell time on site. They plan to offer cycle hire in partnership with 
Sustrans and install climbing boulders into the existing adventure playground, so 
that the reserve is perceived as a destination for outdoor physical activities. 
 

 
Accessible boardwalks at Rainham Marshes © Barker Langham 

 
The public view Rainham Marshes as a safe place to visit with nice walks and fresh 
air. They are highly valued by current users, especially those who have experienced 
health problems or traumas – the Marshes are important for their recovery. There 
is, however, an incorrect perception that the site is mostly for bird experts and 
enthusiasts.  
 
The Marshes work closely with Veolia North Thames Trust, the RSPB South Essex 
Marshes, Rainham Hall managed by the National Trust, the Purfleet Heritage 
Centre given its geographical proximity and Totally Thames, an annual September-
long celebration of London's Thames. The Marshes are about to start ‘Active in 
Nature’ in partnership with Sport England and Sustrans, and there might be 
upcoming collaboration with the new Hornchurch Country Park visitor centre, 
which opened in early October 2015.  
 
Rainham Marshes receive money from the RSPB, but also look for local sponsors 
and other sources of income. The Marshes charge admission for non-members, but 
local residents get in for free whether a member or not.  

 
  

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
• Very high visitor numbers compared to other 
sites in the area 
• Popular education programme
• Full of environmentally friendly features, some 
of which have won awards
• Fully accessible boardwalks on the reserve
• Large number of events for children and adults
• Good visitor centre facilities and three outdoor 
learning classroom areas
• Used regularly by ‘healthy living’ groups 
• Physical, mobile and verbal interpretation 
throughout the reserve
• High number of volunteers
• Free entry for local residents

• Discounted travel for the elderly is not 
extended to include Purfleet
• Mediocre signage around Purfleet (Council 
working to improve)
• Perceived as a reserve for wildlife specialists
• Public transport access is a barrier for some

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
• Close partnership working with stakeholders
• New cycle hire partnership with Sustrans
• Important to users with health problems or 
traumas
• Maintain events and trails open beyond the 
visitor centre opening times 
• Better playgrounds and family-friendly trails to 
boost the family audience
• Further links with local community groups
• Potential to develop more apprenticeships and 
habitat and biodiversity projects

• Other wildlife-rich country parks in the area
• Budget from the RSPB is tight and resources 
can be allocated to other RSPB sites

RAINHAM MARSHES - SWOT ANALYSIS
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THAMES CHASE FOREST CENTRE 

Thames Chase Forest Centre, which falls within the Thames Chase Community 
Forest, comprises 40 square miles of regenerated woodland, arable land, parks and 
grassland, which falls between the Belhus Lowland Quarry Farmland and the 
Thurrock Reclaimed Fen landscape character areas. The site accommodates horse 
riders, country walkers, and is accessible for wheelchair users and buggies. The 
visitor centre is fully accessible and facilities include an education room, cafeteria, 
shop and toilets. Users are generally satisfied with the offer on site, except for 
some complaints raised about dog fouling along the trails.  
 
The Thames Chase Trust manages the buildings on site, and the Forestry 
Commission the land around the visitor centre. The Community Forest includes a 
number of other visitor centres and the Thames Chase Trust works in partnership 
with groups including local authorities, the Forestry Commission, the Wildlife Trust, 
the Woodland Trust, to promote schemes in the local countryside.  
 
In 2011, when Thames Chase moved to trust management, the Thames Chase 
Forest Centre received 54,000 visits annually. Yet the numbers have increased 
considerably to over 85,000 in 2015 (estimated on car parking levels). 
 
Weekday audiences include mainly dog-walkers and joggers who represent c.50% 
of regular visitors, along with retired couples and parents and infants. Weekends 
and school holiday audiences bring significant numbers of families. With few 
exceptions, it is a very local audience, mostly living within 5 km of the visitor centre. 
 
The centre relies on 80 volunteers to deliver conservation, events, visitor centre 
operations and admin. There is a busy, varied, events programme mostly delivered 
by volunteers, with educational and craft sessions, yoga classes, community 
markets, drawing and writing spaces in the centre, and charity sporting activities, 
guided walks, cycle hire, including the ‘Positive Parents’ project. The Trust has a 
good-quality website, and on-site interpretation includes a range of leaflets, iPads 
and an information screen. Outdoors, the site offers charity sporting activities, 
guided walks and cycle hire.  Activities and programmes are primarily advertised on 
the website and social media pages (Facebook and Twitter), in local resident 
associations’ magazines and local newspapers. 
 

Most people arrive to Thames Chase Forest Centre by car. Public transport links 
poor – the nearest bus stop is a mile away. The Trust recently created a surface 
path across the nearby golf course, so more people and especially cyclists are using 
this option. There are plans to link Upminster station (District line) to Thames 
Chase Visitor Centre through an expanded cycle network.  
 

 
 
 
  

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
• Visitors have increased considerably and 
regularly since 2011
• A very local audience
• Over 80 volunteers run almost the whole 
operation in the centre
• The Centre offers a fast, jam-packed 
programme of events
• 3 separate play areas across the landscape
• Facilities are fully accessible and include an 
education room, cafeteria and shop 
• Accessible paths in the landscape.
• Variety of interpretation methods used
• Perceived as a safe and manned landscape

•  Complaints about dog fouling along the trails 
• No specific target group to guide programming
• Public transport links are not very good

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
• To attract more young people
• Developing the site as a more cycle-friendly 
destination 
• Working more with social media to raise the 
profile in the local community
• Have more student volunteers through the 
Open College Network 
• Working more closely with all partners falling 
within the Community Forest

• The weather is a critical factor in guaranteeing 
attendance to certain events
• Modest and decreasing amount of funding 
from local authorities
• Constrained activities programming given that 
funding is mostly grant-dependent

THAMES CHASE FOREST CENTRE - SWOT ANALYSIS
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THORNDON COUNTRY PARK 

500-acre Thorndon Country Park, located in the Brentwood Wooded Hills 
landscape character area, contains remnants of heathland that are managed using a 
herd of sheep and goats. A flat and accessible surfaced track connects the wooded 
and heathland areas of Thorndon North with the more open parkland of 
Thorndon South. The path runs through the Old Park and was designed for use by 
all, whether on foot, cycle, mobility scooter or horse. The Gruffalo Trail allows 
visitors to discover the Deep Dark Wood with a self-led trail searching for the 
handcrafted carvings of Gruffalo characters.  
 
Facilities include a countryside centre, a pavilion with a café, picnic tables, toilets, 
baby changing and parking (paid hourly toward protecting wildlife and maintaining 
the facilities, but overall seen as affordable). The countryside centre, which is jointly 
owned and managed by the Essex Wildlife Trust (EWT), has a shop and tearoom. 
The Park also has a popular barbecue area by the car park at Thorndon South and 
offers cycle hire through Trailnet. Some parts of the Park are more accessible than 
others, yet four wheeled battery-powered scooters are available through the 
Parkmobility scheme from the countryside centre. 
  
Few visitors to Thorndon arrive by cycle and public transport links are poor, with 
the closest bus stop 25 minutes walk from the countryside centre. In the past, a 
community bus came from Brentwood to the Park, but it was cancelled due to lack 
of demand. Most visitors arrive by car, although there are issues with the car park 
at Thorndon North, which is limited.  
 
Car park machine data suggests over 100,000 annual visitors, and staff note many 
local visitors come on a daily basis. Regular visitors travel up to 4-5 miles, and there 
are occasional visitors that travel for an hour or more. Since the Gruffalo Trail was 
created, people have been coming from further afield.  
 
In spite of Brentwood being a predominately White British area, there have been 
remarkably more diverse audiences since the creation of the Gruffalo Trail. Families 
and primary schools are the main target audience at Thorndon. The barbecue area 
by the car park at Thorndon South attracts a type of audience that is completely 
different from the rest of the Park. Many Greek, Cypriot and Turkish people from 
London use this area, as well as South Africans, Eastern Europeans and Asians.  
 

The rangers run an extensive list of events throughout the including orienteering 
courses designed by a local club, Havoc Orienteering School and school sessions. 
Events and activities are advertised through on-site posters, social media and 
through the Essex County Council green spaces’ website and Facebook page. 
Interpretation includes leaflets, onsite panels but the interpretation is overall quite 
tired.  
 
The Thorndon Guardians are a group of c.10 volunteers who care about the Park 
and aim to work alongside the rangers to protect, promote and improve it. They 
work in a range of nature conservation activities, which include clearing invasive 
species, wildlife surveying / recording, construction and restoring ponds. Other 
volunteers, who are part of EWT, run the shop and café at the countryside centre. 
There are c.60 volunteers over a month’s rota.  
 
The Park works closely with EWT and the Woodland Trust. Other partnerships 
include Essex County Council, which runs a number of country parks in the area, 
and Trailnet, who run the cycle hire.  
 

 
  

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
•100,000 visitors annually
• Diverse audience using the barbecue area
• Enthusiastic volunteer group
• Mostly volunteer-run shop and café
• Perfect for walks, cycling, horse riding and fishing 
• Assets that make the Park attractive include the 
Gruffalo Trail, the herd of sheep and goats and the 
barbecue areas
• All paths are accessible by mobility scooter
• Basic interpretation through leaflets and panels 
• Some visitors come from over an hour away

• No recent demographic data
• Parts of the Park are more accessible than others
• Public transport links are poor, with the closest 
bus stop 25 minutes away
• Limited car park at Thorndon North
• The interpretation panels are quite tired
• Limited staff resources

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
• More individuals or small groups could join the 
existing volunteer group 
• Inter-generational family events and activities
• Enhanced cycle offer to appeal to young visitors
• Maintain increased footfall from the Gruffalo Trail
• Partnership with Trailnet and the Woodland Trust, 
manager of the bordering site

• Frail financial climate, although car parking income 
generates a surplus
• Demand for activities dried out because of 
competing sites doing the same 
• Accessibility by car only is a barrier for non-users
• Fee to use the car park could be a barrier
• Although part of the same team, all Essex County 
Council country parks are in healthy competition 
with each other

THORNDON COUNTRY PARK - SWOT ANALYSIS
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UPMINSTER WINDMILL 

The Upminster Windmill is a Grade II* listed mill built in 1803 and one of only 6 
surviving with sails in Greater London. Upminster Windmill is a registered charity, 
run entirely by volunteers and so far not affected by sector cuts. It does not charge 
for admission, but requests donations and runs a small shop table.  Currently 
registered by Historic England on their At Risk Register, it received a grant of 
£1.4million from HLF for its restoration from the HLF in 2014. Project plans are to 
restore the Windmill and build an Education and Training Centre.  
 

 
Upminster Windmill © HLF 

There are currently no facilities at the Windmill apart from a sales table and it is 
currently open occasionally. The perception of the site will change when the 
restoration is complete and the future education centre is built. This will include 
toilet and refreshment facilities, disabled access (except to the upper floors of the 
Windmill) and interactive learning. Car parking is available nearby and there are 
good public transport links with Upminster Underground Station only eight 
minutes away on foot.  

In 2015 the Windmill had 27 scheduled open days, with less than 5,000 visitors in 
all. Most visitors are in the ‘grandparent with grandchildren’ category or a school 
group, although on warm days young families are also numerous. Many of the 
children appear to have been previous school visitors. The Windmill’s involvement 
with DiscoverMe and Thames Chase has provided more visitors. Free tours are 
available whenever the Windmill is open and are given by passionate volunteers. 
Apart from the tours’ oral interpretation, there is no physical material in the form 
of panels.  
 
Advertising of events and volunteering occurs through local papers, the brand new 
website and newsletter, the Facebook and Twitter accounts, and through running a 
stall at various events and fairs around the borough and county.  
 

 
 
  

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
• A charity run entirely by volunteers
• New website has just been developed
• Car parking is available and there are good 
public transport links
• Free tours are available from passionate 
volunteers 
• A number of hands on activities for children
• Regularly log basic audience demographics data
• Wonderful view from the top of the windmill

• No interpretation except for the tours and 
no facilities apart from a sales table, which the 
future centre will change
• The stairs in the mill are steep and become 
almost like a ladder near the top
• Very little brochure distribution and 
marketing

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
• Close relationship with a number of sponsors 
• Great improvement in perception when the 
restoration work is complete
• The site will be more physically accessible with 
the new building
• The HLF funding will allow to take on a 
Heritage Officer for 3 years 
• Many of the children appear to have been 
previous school visitors
• Involvement with DiscoverMe and Thames 
Chase has increased visitors

• The windmill is in poor condition, but will 
improve with future restoration
• No admission charge and the windmill only 
relies on donations

UPMINSTER WINDMILL - SWOT ANALYSIS
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HIGH HOUSE PRODUCTION PARK  

High House Production Park (HHPP) is a charity established to support an 
international centre of excellence for creative industries in Thurrock, more 
specifically within the Rainham Aveley and West Thurrock Marshes landscape 
character area. It operates in line with Thurrock’s growth programme, which 
focuses on opportunities in order to reimagine the area in a new context and 
change locals’ perspectives.  
 
The14-acre site has demonstrated steady development and gradually managed to 
engage a wide array of partners including the Royal Opera House (ROH), Creative 
and Cultural Skills, Acme Studios, Thurrock Council, Arts Council England, together 
with the departments of Business Innovation and Skills, Communities and Local 
Government and their agencies. HHPP is raising Thurrock’s profile in the creative 
sector in the UK and internationally. It is unique and does not have any direct 
competitors, except for Three Mills, which is the nearest rehearsal space. The 
vision is to continue to develop in order to expand the cluster of creative 
businesses and nurture an ethos of collaboration between park tenants and the 
wider community.  
 
A Board of Trustees and a small executive team lead HHPP. The organisation has 
not been impacted financially as it does not heavily rely on the Council. It instead 
relies on the partners on site, who are all self-sustaining. After weathering a 
recession, the accompanying slowdown in development as well public sector cuts 
HHPP has acted as an example for future public / private partnerships. It is 
estimated that by 2017 it will have attracted in the region of £50 million of 
investment from a wide variety of public and private sources.  
 
People arrive to HHPP by car and public transport, in particular through the 
Purfleet Railway Station that is a 15-minute walk away. Trains leave regularly from 
London Fenchurch Street and Southend Central Train Station. There are clear 
signposts to the site for those arriving by car. First-time visitors are generally 
surprised when they get to the HHPP because it is a very large site. The Park is 
open 24/7 and there are people who use it regularly to walk their dog or as a 
playground.  
 

 
The Royal Opera House's centre at High House Production Park © The Knit Nurse 

Activities at HHPP focus on local capacity building, and many actions are devoted 
to skills development and activating local communities around the project 
regardless of their cultural, community or religious affiliations. There are weekly-
guided tours, workshops and occasional events. During the charged for guided 
tours visitors can discover the landscaped garden, kitchen garden, refurbished 16th 
century farm buildings, Backstage Centre and Production Workshop. The ROH 
Education department also runs tours specifically for schools and colleges. The Park 
is widely visited and footfall for the last quarter was 13,500, but unfortunately there 
is no information about where visitors are coming from or their demographics. In 
2014, HHPP was used by more than 5,000 people for training purposes, and 35 
schools. Although HHPP is very much linked to theatre and the performing arts, it 
caters for a non-specialist audience too.  
 
There is no unified volunteering programme at HHPP, as each partner has its own. 
The ROH volunteers, for example, help with big opera events in the park such as 
the BP Big Screens. Nevertheless, while each of the charitable partners on the site 
develops and delivers its own agenda, much of the delivery of these agendas is 
affected by working towards a common vision: “advance education, foster 
community development and cohesion and advance the arts, culture and heritage”.  
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Each partner has distinct learning opportunities that children and young people, 
adults and professionals can access whilst also providing joint offers specific to the 
site. Some examples of the initiatives include: 
 

• ROH Education visiting Thurrock schools, colleges and other groups 

• Collaboration with the High House Community Group enabling the 
engagement with the walled garden project  

• A public art project providing public art within the borough 

• Promotion of opera, drama, music and backstage skills by providing site 
facilities at discounted rates for charities 

• Apprenticeships and a full time course delivered by South Essex College of 
Further and Higher Education. 

 
There are all kinds of facilities on site that enable this broad programme of 
activities and events. While visitors are generally happy with them, HHPP could do 
with improved catering. 
 
The ROH programmes are very popular already, yet the Park is new and could be 
promoted better to attract more of the local community. The HHPP website is 
supported by the partners of the Park, but each one of them also has its own 
website and social media page. There is no physical interpretation on site at HHPP, 
only weekly-guided tours, but physical interpretation is not a priority at this stage.  
 

 
The walled garden at High House Production Park © Royal Opera House 

 

  

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
• The Park is open 24/7 and has regular users
• Although linked to theatre and the performing 
arts, the site caters for a non-specialist audience 
• Weekly guided tours and occasional events
• Diverse learning programme offered by partners 
both on and off the site
• Numerous Royal Opera House volunteers at 
HHPP, who help with big events
• Visitors generally satisfied with facilities on site 
• HHPP is trying to engage young people aged 16 
and up through training

• No audience demographic data recorded
• People arrive by public transport, but it is not 
great
• HHPP would benefit from improved catering
• There is no physical interpretation on site, such 
as leaflets or panels

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
• Continued collaboration between the Royal 
Opera House, Creative & Cultural Skills, Acme 
Studios, Thurrock Council and Arts Council 
England
• Need to introduce more of the local community 
in the Park through local engagement and work 
with schools
• Each partner has distinct and varied learning 
opportunities whilst also providing joint offers 
specific to the site
• HHPP is part of a wider regeneration plan and 
activities should respond to an organised strategy
• The Park is new and could be better promoted 

• Three Mills is the nearest rehearsal space and a 
competitor
• A limit to the number of people allowed inside 
the buildings for events
• There is a charge for the weekly guided tours, 
which might offset some
• Some might feel that the site is only for theatre 
and arts specialists

HIGH HOUSE PRODUCTION PARK - SWOT ANALYSIS
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Analysis of Attractions 

Visitor numbers 
Annual visitation to the attractions within the Land of the Fanns area is varied. 
Some sites, such as the Upminster Windmill, are open only occasionally and 
therefore attract very low numbers. Others, such as Thorndon Country Park, are 
extremely popular but struggle to count exact numbers due to their many 
entrances. With very few exceptions, the sites in the Landscape Partnership area 
do not keep a strict record of their visitor figures, so this estimation should be 
taken as indicative.  
 

 
 
 

Visitor profiles 
All the sites located in the Land of the Fanns attract slightly different audiences, but 
some trends remain constant within the area. None of the sites conduct a precise 
visitor profiling, however the below points emerge from staff observations and a 
few recent reports: 
 

• The sites attract a fair number of school children 

• Most users are aged 40 or over 

• There is a consistently low number of difficult-to-attract young users 

• Most users of the parks are male 

• Users are mostly locals who travel between 0.5 to 5 miles 

• Occasional users that come for specific events can travel 10 miles 

• Most users visit more often than 2-3 times per year 

• Most users stay for between 1 and 4 hours 

• BME groups and low income/high deprivation groups are generally 
underrepresented 

• Some ‘healthy living’ groups use the sites regularly 

• Weekday audiences include dog-walkers and joggers, retired couples and 
mothers with infants  

 

Reasons for visiting 
Given the widespread nature of the sites within the Land of the Fanns, which range 
from arts and theatre to marshes and heathlands, visitors are attracted to the 
landscape for a number of reasons. These include: 

• Casual recreation, such as dog-walking, fishing, orienteering 

• Natural pursuits - I.e. bird and wildlife watching, getting fresh air 

• Volunteering 

• Health pursuits, such as cycling and jogging 

• Social activities, such as special events, family barbecues, birthday parties 

• Educational activities, including guided walks and workshops  

ATTRACTION ANNUAL VISITORS

Bedfords Park 37,700
Eastbrookend Country Park not available
Hornchurch Country Park 140,000*
Chafford Gorges Nature Park 39,200
RSPB Rainham Marshes 53,500
Thames Chase Forest Centre 97,899
Thorndon Country Park 100,000
Upminster Windmill 4,040
High House Production Park 54,000
!*(pre!visitor!centre!opening)

“It is very difficult to understand why people 
don’t come to the Park.” 

- Louise Andrew, Site Manager at Thorndon Country Park 
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SWOT of the Landscape Partnership area 
From the above analysis of the nine sites within the Land of the Fanns it is possible 
to infer a number of common strengths, weaknesses, as well as opportunities and 
threats that characterise the Landscape Partnership area. While it is difficult to 
generalise across all sites, which are remarkably different from each other, the 
summary table below lists the most widespread points.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

  

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
• Events and activities run throughout the 
year for kids and adults
• Many regular daily and weekly users
• Educational programmes aimed at schools 
and community groups
• Good path networks in the landscape, 
many of which are accessible
• Regular talks and tours programme
• Nature conservation volunteer 
programme 
• High number of registered volunteers
• Largely local audience
• Beautiful landscapes for walks, cycling, 
horse riding and fishing 
• Basic interpretation through leaflets and 
panels 
• Sites cater for both specialist and non-
specialist audiences 
• Diverse learning programme offered both 
on and off site
• Visitors are generally happy with the on-
site facilities

• Certain tired and deteriorated facilities
• Limited staff resources, including rangers
• Limited recent user and demographic data 
recorded
• Poorly signposted sites and difficult to find
• Public transport access can be poor
• Interpretation is tired and there is little 
digital interpretation
• Under-used landscape
• Difficulty in attracting new users
• Not fully-accessible landscape
• Limited provision for teenagers and 
visitors with disabilities
• Few targeted initiatives for specific 
audiences
• Limited car parking space

• Enhance volunteer involvement
• Potential to develop Friends groups
• Improve paths to attract a more 
diversified audience
• Closer working with local partners
• Enhance marketing, including social media 
presence
• Increase use of the landscape by healthy 
living and disabled groups 
• Offer training / apprenticeships in habitat 
management and biodiversity surveying
• Offer inter-generational activities targeted 
at families, including better playgrounds
• Scope to offer evening classes and events 
• Further links with local community groups
• Arrange more opportunities to attract 
young people
• Develop the landscape as a more cycle-
friendly destination 
• Expand the education programme for 
schools 
• Introduce more of the local community 
through local engagement and outreach 
work 

• Struggle to get new volunteers during the 
holiday period
• Volunteers across sites tend to be older.
• Consistently low number of young users
• Competition from other neighbouring 
urban and country parks
• Budgets are tight and amount of funding 
from local authorities is decreasing
• The weather is a critical factor in 
guaranteeing attendance to certain events
• Constrained activities programming given 
that funding is mostly grant-dependent
• Accessibility by car only is a barrier
• Interpretation is rarely updated given the 
tight budgets
• Some feel that the sites are only for 
specialists
• Lack of enthusiasm and resources for 
collaboration and partnership work

LAND OF THE FANNS - SWOT ANALYSIS
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ENGAGEMENT 

Our analysis of the visitors to the various attractions within the Land of the Fanns 
scheme area serves as a basis for our understanding of current audiences. To 
complement this, we undertook a range of consultation between August and 
November to understand the needs of a range of stakeholders, target audiences 
and the general public. A list of all groups and individuals consulted is included as 
Appendix I. We have described our methods below.  
 
Questionnaire – September to November 

We developed a questionnaire that built on the survey developed for the HLF 
Round 1 application. It was available digitally, in hard copy at events and focus 
groups, and the Partnership was also encouraged to distribute it via their networks. 
We also conducted on-street surveys to get a more representative spread of 
public responses. A total of 90 public responses were collected and the spread is 
shown in the map below. The questionnaire can be found in the Appendix II.  
 

 

Project Board Interviews – August through September 

Over the course of August and September, we undertook telephone interviews 
with members of the project board, including Thames Chase Trust, Forestry 
Commission, London Boroughs of Barking and Dagenham, Havering and Thurrock, 
Essex County Council and Brentwood Council to understand the priorities of each 
partner organisation and to establish a unifying vision and objectives, and to identify 
the risks and challenges of the project. 
 
Stakeholder Consultation Day – 7th September 

Project stakeholders and potential delivery partners were invited to the Thames 
Chase Forest Centre to hear about progress on the development of the project. 
Presentations were given relating to the emerging audience development and 
Landscape Character Assessment. Attendees, who included environmental groups, 
museums and historical groups, friends groups, local councillors, and community 
groups, were also invited to comment and feed into developing plans.  
 

 
Stakeholder Consultation Day at Thames Chase © Barker Langham 
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Havering Primary Schools History Network – 6th October 

We engaged with schools through a number of methods. We attended a meeting 
with the Havering Primary History Network on the 6th of October to get a sense 
of the priorities of schools and practical needs. Sixteen teachers representing 13 
schools were at the meeting, giving us a range of opinions across the West Land of 
the Fanns area. The schools present at the meeting include:  
 

• Tower Junior School 

• La Salette 

• Clockhouse Primary School 

• St Patrick’s Primary School 

• Rainham Village Primary School 

• Scargill Junior School  

• Pyrgo Priory Primary Academy 

• Crowlands Primary School 

• Engaayne Primary School 

• Mawney Foundation School 

• Squirrels Heath Junior School 

• Gidea Park Primary School 

• Elm Park Primary School Newtons Primary  
 

School Run – 23rd October 

An informal discussion was held with a group of 6 parents during a school run on 
23rd October outside Richard Albion Primary in Dagenham to explain the aims of 
the project and to understand what the priorities for local people were.  
 
Headteacher Interview – 23rd October 

We had a face-to-face interview with the Andrew Fullagar, Head teacher at 
Richard Albion Primary in Dagenham to better understand how to increase 
schools participation and to better understand school priorities. 

Community Meeting Dagenham Tenants – 4th November  

We spoke to 16 residents in Dagenham by attending an Ibscott Closer and 
Whyhill Walk Tenants and Residents Association meeting. The estate is located on 
the doorstep of the Land of the Fanns scheme area, within a 5-minute walk from 
Beam Valley Country Park and within a 7-minute drive of Eastbrookend Country 
Park.  
 
The makeup of the residents in the group was varied, representing a wide range of 
ethnic backgrounds, with some experiencing mobility issues. 
 

Youth Engagement Event at the Hermit Centre – 27th November 

As part of the engagement, Claire Love from Essex County Council spoke with 
young people (aged 14-19) from the Hermit Youth Centre in Brentwood on 
behalf of the project to get their views on the landscape and activities of interest, 
which fed into our consultations. The young people they work with are generally 
from an affluent background but some users are from a large council housing 
estate that is in the centre of Brentwood.  
 
 
Education Questionnaire – Between September and November 

We also invested in contacting further schools through sending out a schools 
survey was also developed and distributed to over 30 schools around the 
landscape area. The questionnaire went out via email, with follow-up phone calls to 
raise awareness and interest. This survey was also distributed at the Havering 
Primary Schools History Network Meeting. Despite this, school response was 
limited, with 17 respondents. A copy of the questionnaire can be found in the 
Appendix II.  
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Telephone Interviews with Service Providers – October through November 

We conducted telephone interviews with a number of training, volunteering and 
special service providers throughout the month of November to understand the 
needs of different audiences, the best approach to inclusion and most appropriate 
programming including: 
 

• Julie Bennett, LB Havering Community Engagement Manager  

• Claire Love, Essex CC Youth and Community Based Commissioner  

• Christine Phillips, LBBD Tenant Participation Officer 

• Glinith Pettit, Crossroads Care Brentwood 

• Erica McCusker, Batias 

• Jessica Lenard, Braintree Mencap 

• Amanda Allen, Mind Thurrock 

• Joe Rishardson, Age concern Thurrock  

• Laura Harvey, Essex Wildlife Trust Forest School 

• Cathie Clarke, National Heritage Training Group 

• Terry Piccolo, Thurrock CVS 

• Laura Hudson, Ngage Thurrock.  
 
 

 

Joggers are an important audience at Thames Chase © Barker Langham 
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TARGET AUDIENCES 

During the development phase, the First Round original target audiences have 
been reviewed based on research and consultation. We have confirmed six sub-
groups below, with the caveat that many of these groups overlap heavily due to 
the development of target audience based on geographic, social economic and 
cultural considerations, which are not mutually exclusive factors.  
 

 

NEW BAME RESIDENTS 

Many of the areas within the scheme area are relatively similar - areas such as 
Brentwood, Thurrock and Havering do not the same degree of diversity as regions 
in the east of the scheme area, namely, Barking and Dagenham. As a result, much 
of the engagement effort was concentrated in this area, to capture the views of 
BAME residents, through conversations with parents outside schools, LBBD 
participation officers, and surveys. 

Analysis 
Although, many of the issues that New BAME residents experience are in line with 
the broader issues that Residents in deprived areas face generally, including issues 
around access and perception, there are additional considerations for this target 
audience.  
 
Cultural factors play an important role in determining behaviour. To some extent, 
leisurely outdoor pursuits are largely a western concept that may not be normative 
for people from other cultural backgrounds. There are sometimes complex 
sociocultural factors behind this – relating to class, or status – but at other times, 
different cultures simply enjoy different past-times. For example, many Afro-
Caribbean and Asian cultures focus around meeting with families and friends at 
home, over a meal. This social element came up anecdotally in our engagement 
with people from a range of different backgrounds - there was no inherent or 

obvious barrier that prevented their engagement in the natural environment, but 
simply a different approach to leisure. 
 
A particularly strong element that emerged throughout the engagement, through 
both surveys and conversations with BAME residents in Barking in Dagenham, was 
that activities this group felt that would encourage the most participation were 
most often those that encouraged social interaction. This indicates two things; 
firstly, that there are well-defined, naturally occurring social networks that can be 
tapped into to promote activities through word of mouth, and that activities with a 
social element, were more likely to encourage participation in cultures were social 
and familial ties were strong.  

Recommendations 
Having identified that there is no single inhibiting factor in engagement with people 
from BAME communities, increasing usage of the landscape by this audience will 
require a strong emphasis on proactively marketing in the appropriate geographic 
areas and networks (cultural associations, mosques, churches, etc.) and, secondly, 
to ensure that the offer is relevant to their existing interests and cultural values. 
Activities targeting BAME residents must be welcoming, social, intergenerational, 
and will often have various elements appealing to broad audiences (I.e. a fun day 
out instead of a specialised talk on biodiversity).   
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LOCAL RESIDENTS LIVING IN DEPRIVED 
AREAS 

At the Round One application, Local Residents Living in Deprived Areas were 
identified as a priority. From our understanding of the local demographic context, 
the majority of the scheme area is relatively homogenous, with a few exceptions 
such as those in some key urban areas; most areas in Havering, Brentwood, and 
Thurrock are relatively un-deprived.  
 
Compared to the rest of the scheme area, Barking and Dagenham suffers from 
significant deprivation. Consequently, we undertook a higher proportion of 
consultation within this area, which included attendance at a tenants’ and residents’ 
association (TRA) meeting in Dagenham, spoke with community participation 
officers, engaged in informal discussions with parents outside a Dagenham school, 
and distributed our online survey through partner networks. The people and 
groups that we spoke to represented the range of diverse audiences within Barking 
and Dagenham. Analysis of the survey responses also contributed to our 
understanding of this audience segment, along with our understanding of New 
BAME residents and White Working Class Residents.  

Analysis 
Our findings about this group are that there are two broad issues and 
considerations for participation: perception and access. Firstly, there is a stark lack 
of awareness about the wider landscape; 67% of our survey respondent with 
postcodes from Barking and Dagenham stated that their participation was hindered 
because of not knowing what there was to see or do in the area. Consultation 
with this segment also revealed a significant behaviour: that often this segment 
tended not to venture very far outside their immediate geographic area for 
purposes of enjoying the outdoors. Some residents will travel far distances, but 
almost always for a social purpose, such as meeting with family and friends. Places 
without café and toilet facilities were seen as places that were not appropriate to 
go to.  
 

 
In addition to the perception of nothing to do, some people expressed anxiety 
about going to wide open spaces. Speaking with people on the street, community 
officers, and park rangers revealed that there is some concern in built up areas such 
as Dagenham and Brentwood about the “wildness” of a landscape. Urban parks 
are sometimes seen as areas where antisocial activities occur, and this perception is 
extended into the larger landscapes, with some expressed fears about safety.  
 
It is our recommendation that large-scale family and community events could 
attract residents to the landscape, exposing them to the open space in a safe way.  
 
Generally, access into the landscape was also felt to be a big issue. For instance, 
speaking with the residents association in Dagenham, the estate was on the 
doorstep to the landscape area, just minutes by car from Eastbrookend and Beam 
Valley Country Park, but residents felt it too far to travel there without a good 
reason. This was echoed by our discussions with Claire Love, the Youth and 
Community Commissioner for South Essex, who indicated that people were 
unlikely to travel very far to use the landscape and that existing bus routes were 
not conducive to getting around the landscape.  
 
59% of survey respondents tended to drive when they went in to the landscape 
area and 24% said that they had difficulty getting to the local area. 
To offset this a number of suggestions included minibus and organised trips with 
select pickup places as an incentive for them to visit and enjoy the landscape. 
 
Despite this, there seems to be a demand for learning, with 57% of our survey 
respondents expressing that they liked guided walks, 53% liked museums, heritage 
centres and exhibitions, and 50% of respondents said they liked learning through 
websites. Other “learning” activities that were popular included talks and lectures, 
reading information boards, printed guides and leaflets, and using smartphone apps 
and audio guides. Only a small percentage (8%) expressed that they had no 
interest in learning more.  
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Recommendations 
Going forward, it will be important to continue reaching out and engaging with 
these BAME and white working class communities, to build awareness of the 
different sites within the Land of the Fanns, and what they have to offer, and also 
to ensure that the offer is relevant to their interests, needs and cultural values. 
Increasing usage of the landscape by these groups will require strong emphasis on 
proactively targeting marketing in the appropriate geographic areas (i.e. in Barking 
and Dagenham for BAME groups, and Grays and Dagenham for residents in 
deprived areas.) Working with schools in deprived areas is also a good way to 
reach a larger cross-section of the population, along with through marketing 
through local networks, such as through residents associations and leaflets at 
libraries and community centres. 
 

 
 
 

Similar to the New BAME Residents, White Working Class Residents face the 
same broad issues as residents living in deprived areas, such as lack of knowledge 
and access, with some specific access barriers specific to this group. Our 
understanding of this audience segment is informed by our attendance at a TRA 
meeting in Dagenham, talks with community officers and on-street surveys.  

Analysis 
Speaking to Christine Phillips, LBBD Community Participation Officer for 
Dagenham, gave some insight into the key challenges of engaging with this group. 
Financial constraints were an issue in that, in an area with a high-concentration of 
social programmes and council housing, many residents were used to participating 
in many things for free. Low-cost programmes would be good; free activities would 
be better.  
 
Another issue that became apparent through the course of the consultation was 
that health issues were prevalent amongst many of the residents that we were 
engaging with. At the Dagenham TRA meeting as well as during our on-street 
surveying in Brentwood, a significant number of people we spoke to had walking 
aids or expressed that they had a physical disability. Health, being a priority agenda 
item for boroughs such as Barking and Dagenham in areas such as obesity, could 
be served by combining the outdoors and physical and mental well-being.  

Recommendations 
We would recommend that in addition to programming that is inclusive, social, and 
low-cost, that health-focused activities are actively promoted to this group. This 
may need to be done through existing service providers, targeting service users. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

WHITE WORKING CLASS RESIDENTS 

“We don’t go out to that area - don’t really 
know what’s out there. We only know 
Dagenham.” 

- Local parent outside Richard Alibon Primary School 
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SCHOOLS 

 
 

Whilst there is a range of educational programmes run at the various sites within 
the Land of the Fanns, there is a significant opportunity to increase this offer given 
its wide range of values and significances. School needs focus around the delivery 
of interactive, curriculum-related activities and resources, and around the provision 
of covered facilities to have a base for learning activities and for lunch. We 
contacted 17 schools, through a mixture of events, face to face and telephone 
interviews and through online surveys to understand their needs and interests 
further. 
 
 

 
Forest School sessions delivered by the Essex Wildlife Trust © Essex Wildlife Trust 

 

 

Analysis 
For schools, the cost of activities is a major factor to consider. Combining the cost 
of activities and transportation, the teachers that we spoke to were quite clear that 
a lower cost would encourage them to participate in more trips and activities 
within the scheme area. Although schools were varied in the amount willing to 
spend (anywhere from £3-15 per child) value-for-money was a huge deciding 
factor, and subsidised costs for minibuses and activities would be particularly 
welcome. Although fulfilling the national curriculum was the priority for school 
activities and trips, most schools were also interested in those that gave pupils an 
opportunity to learn life and transferrable skills, such as cooperation and leadership. 
Activities that could fulfil both aspects simultaneously were preferred, which would 
also add to the perception of value for money.  All the schools that we spoke to 
indicated that activities related to local history and the built heritage of the area 
were of the most interest. There was also a strong interest in trips to nature 
reserves and heritage sites, as well as practical sessions at a local site near the 
schools. Heritage and Environment learning packs were also considered welcomed 
resources.  

Recommendations 
Schools engagement revealed the importance of teachers to understand how 
activities linked directly to the National Curriculum in deciding on which activities 
to undertake. Subsequently, we recommend high-quality marketing and 
promotional materials that are explicit about how activities are directly linked to 
curriculum requirements.  
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CHILDREN, YOUNG PEOPLE AND 
FAMILIES 

 
Families are important key users the attractions in the Land of the Fanns landscape 
area. Their needs tend to focus around good quality and safe child friendly facilities 
and activities. Family groups also enjoy the wildlife, getting some fresh air, going for 
a walk and playing sport. Young people, although in relatively low numbers, 
currently use the attractions within the area to hang out and meet their friends.  

Analysis 
Our conversations with youth officers, parents and families indicated that physical 
access was an important issue. Young people in particular, often do not have 
access to a car and find it difficult to get around the landscape by bus due the 
sheer distances between various sites. Families also required appropriate facilities 
such as toilets and paved paths for prams. 
 

 
The Gruffalo Trail at Thorndon Country Park © Mummyisa 

In addition to access, it was important that activities were appropriate. From 
speaking with parents in Dagenham, families were always keen to do something 
with young children during summer months and weekends, but the correct 
marketing methods were required for them to take notice, such as leaflets at 
schools, libraries and community centres.  
 
Although fayres and family events are generally very popular across a wide range of 
audiences, for young people, there tended to be a lack of interest in activities 
relating to heritage or the environment. Speaking to Claire Love, South Essex’s 
Youth and Community Based Commissioner, many youth in Brentwood did not 
hold an interest in the outdoors, and felt that the best method for the project to 
reach young people was through links with local schools or existing programmes 
such as Duke of Edinburgh.  
 
Although general feedback from young people at the Hermit Centre is that they 
would be interested in having more volunteering opportunities at times they can 
attend, for example after school, weekend and during their school breaks, there 
was little specific interest in the landscape or environment, so volunteering 
opportunities created for young people should be hands on, with direct links to the 
development of transferrable skills.  

Recommendations 
Increasing usage by young people requires providing hang out areas and, in 
particular, improving the relevance of the offer to them. Reaching out to young 
people will require a tailored approach, and an emphasis on working with 
established youth-focused organisations. At the same time, families would welcome 
more regular events and activities, as well as targeted informal learning 
opportunities. This should happen if the sites can guarantee good catering and 
toilet facilities, as well as safety and security across the landscape. 
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ELDERLY PEOPLE AND THOSE WITH 
DISABILITIES 
 

 
Adults and especially 60+ year olds are important key users of the sites within the 
Land of the Fanns. Some older people visit with family / grandchildren and many 
enjoy occupying their time by volunteering. Older groups are interested in a broad 
programme of regular events and activities associated with local heritage, active 
volunteering, and in opportunities for health and well-being activities, fun and social 
interaction, as well as inter-generational activities. Existing visitors with disabilities 
are generally not numerous, but tend to come to the various sites for a walk or to 
walk a dog, to enjoy the attractive environment and to watch wildlife.  

Analysis 
As with many of the audience segments, lack of knowledge hindered people from 
better engaging with the project’s landscape. Of the respondents to the survey 
who indicated that they had a disability, 36% felt they didn’t know what there was 
to see or do, 27% found it difficult to get to the area, 19% found it difficult to get 
around the terrain, and 19% felt anxious or worried about visiting a wilder area.  
 
The survey findings are in line with the themes that emerged from our telephone 
interviews with disability and elderly organisations, including Mind, Crossroad Care, 
Age Concern, and Mencap. For these organisations, it was important to have 
organised group trips, with transport to the local area. Often, service users had 
some anxiety or lack of confidence in going to outdoor areas on their own.  
 
Ecotherapy sessions, such as mental and physical health walks and art sessions were 
activities that some organisations already currently run, although there was interest 
in increasing the frequency of these types of sessions. In addition to these, day trips 
with either an environmental or heritage focus would also be welcomed, although 
it was clear from speaking with providers, that their users lacked confidence about 
engaging with members of the public, and that activities specifically for those with 
special needs was preferred.  

Recommendations 
Physical access remained an issue, and although sites such as RSPB Rainham 
Marshes with well-maintained boardwalks, was not generally the norm, and we 
recommend that where possible the scheme will identify and promote all access 
routes with no stiles suitable for disabled walkers and pushchairs. Moving forward, 
full accessibility needs to be taken seriously, including more seating, better level 
paths, somewhere to shelter and rest, accessible toilets and a comfortable catering 
offer. Relevant training programmes to build understanding and awareness of 
disability issues could be a good added value to the Land of the Fanns sites.  
 

 
Around the South Lake at Thorndon Country Park © Mac McFarlane 
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BARRIERS 

There are a range of barriers that have been identified through consultation with 
staff members at local attractions, schools and residents, which currently discourage 
visitors from participating more within the landscape area. Many people do not visit 
the Land of the Fanns area, and of those who visit, our surveys have demonstrated 
that as high as 37.5% are not interested in learning any new skills through activities 
and as high as 34.2% are not interested in volunteering. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BARRIER AUDIENCE SEGMENT EVIDENCE RECOMMENDED ACTION  

ORGANISATIONAL 

Organisation unrepresentative of 
wider community 

N/A The older makeup of the volunteer force is not 
representative of the age distribution in the area 

Better promotion of volunteer opportunities for young 
people and work placements 

Opening hours of attractions are 
limited 

All Visitors would like to see the parks open beyond the 
normal hours 

Readjust the seasonal opening hours and organise 
occasional evening events 

Few activities targeting young 
people 

Families and young people Funding for geocaching or skateboarding activities, for 
example, no longer in place 

Develop activities specifically for young people, but in 
conjunction with schools and existing programmes such 
as Duke of Edinburgh 

No widespread volunteering 
opportunities 

All Each site and each partner within the sites have their 
own volunteering programme 

Create a unified volunteer strategy across the landscape 
area 

Lack of resources within the 
organisation to deliver a wide 
reaching programme of activities 

All Staff acknowledge that their organisations are under-
staffed and have limited budgets 

Enhanced volunteer involvement will ensure that the 
sites have the resources necessary to deliver activities 

Competition from other local 
attractions 

All Demand for activities has dried out as there are many 
new sites doing the same 

Diversify the types of activities offered so that each site 
within the area is perceived as unique 

PHYSICAL 

Poor public transport links to the 
sites 

Local residents living in deprived 
areas; young people 

Public consultation, area research and visitor access 
surveys reveal that the majority of people drive to 
sites within the landscape area 

Develop foot and cycle paths to and from nearby 
stations; create a shuttle service  

Current landscape is not fully 
accessible for people with mobility 
issues 

Elderly people and those with 
disabilities 

Public consultation, physical survey and visitor access 
surveys 

Improved maintenance and capital works to make the 
sites more accessible and used by a larger audience 
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BARRIER AUDIENCE SEGMENT EVIDENCE RECOMMENDED ACTION  

Poor signage in and around the site 
and entrance notice boards 

All Staff and users acknowledge that way finding to the 
sites and on site is an issue 

Develop design plans for signage to and within the sites 

Limited number of people allowed 
inside the buildings at any one time 

All Certain activities are not advertised because the 
facilities are already at full capacity 

Expand the current facilities or deliver popular events 
more regularly 

Limited car parking bays All On busy days or special events, the car parks are at 
full capacity and cars park haphazardly 

Create more controlled overflow car parking 

Poor paths maintenance and 
muddy patches 

All Staff consultation and public surveys reveal there are 
little funds available to carry out regular paths 
maintenance 

Larger budget dedicated to maintaining paths in good 
condition to ensure for access to all 

Few good-quality play areas and 
equipment 

Children and families Visitors do not always perceive the sites as play 
destinations or destinations for outdoor physical 
activities 

Improve the play equipment and promote it further 

SENSORY 

Poor weather conditions All Staff and visitors acknowledge that weather is a 
critical factor in guaranteeing attendance to certain 
events 

Develop alternative activities in the indoor site facilities 

Project lacks designated sensory 
space for therapeutic activities 

Elderly people and those with 
disabilities 

Health groups are keen to have a dedicated 
therapeutic space, which does not currently exist 

Programme events and design sectors of the landscape 
area to increase use by health groups 

People lacking confidence in using 
the landscape independently 

Local residents living in deprived 
areas; white working class residents; 
BAME residents; elderly people and 
those with disabilities 

Interviews with service providers and public 
consultations 

Design a range of activities, including those that are 
inclusive and intergenerational as well as those that are 
geared for a specific audience  

CULTURAL 

Lack of interest about 
environment-based activities 

Young people Visitors acknowledge not having had outdoor 
experiences as part of their upbringing; consultation 
with youth group; survey responses 

Promote the landscape to non-traditional users 

Dog fouling along the trails All Widespread complaints from visitors about 
disrespectful dog owners' behaviour 

Educate and engage with dog owners; establish signs 
and fines to control disrespectful behaviour  

Traditional offer which does not 
appeal or directly target the wide 
range of community groups in the 
area 

White working class residents; new 
BAME residents 

Local residents are culturally varied and current 
activities do not tend to draw as diverse an audience 

Ensure that the sites have a wide range of activities 
appealing to a diverse public, including community and 
intergenerational programming 
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BARRIER AUDIENCE SEGMENT EVIDENCE RECOMMENDED ACTION  

INTELLECTUAL 

Little physical interpretation in and 
around the sites 

All Lack of interpretive panels and out-dated leaflets at 
several sites; little digital interpretation 

Dedicated budget to renew panels, refresh 
interpretation and develop new interpretation media 

Lack of young people's intellectual 
engagement with the site 

Young people Teenagers and young adults are busy with their 
studies or uninterested in the landscape offer 

Create engaging activities that can arouse interest in 
nature, heritage, etc. among young people 

Split and / or inaccurate perception 
of the landscape 

All Wrong perception that the sites are for specialists; 
non-regular users not fully grasping the core values of 
the landscape 

Improve marketing to raise the sites' profile among local 
residents 

Limited marketing and promotion All Not all activities are advertised in local newspapers, 
the radio or local resident associations’ magazines; 
surveys responses show that a majority of people 
don't know much about their local landscape 

Widen the marketing channels to reach as many people 
as possible 

FINANCIAL 

Charge for activities Local residents living in deprived 
areas; white working class residents 

The sites do not charge for entry, but for a fair 
number of activities; public consultations, especially in 
deprived areas, reveal that activities must be free or 
of minimal cost 

Create a better mix of free and charged for activities to 
engage as wide an audience as possible 

Fewer activities delivered to the 
public 

All Loss of staff, resources and a reduced budget have 
reduced the number of activities on offer 

Focus on the delivery of more low-cost activities that 
require less staff resources to organise 

Car parking fees All Car parking paid hourly at certain sites toward 
protecting wildlife and maintaining the facilities; public 
consultation 

Make sure the car parking charges remain seen as 
affordable 

Limited variety of activities and 
events 

All The programme of activities needs to be adapted to 
the needs of, and constraints imposed by, the 
funders; public consultation 

Look for alternative funding that is less constraining 

No discounted travel by public 
transport  

Local residents living in deprived 
areas; white working class residents; 
elderly people 

Discounted rates for the elderly is not extended to 
include certain areas of East London and Essex 

Negotiate with public transport companies that 
discounts are effective throughout the area 
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MEETING HLF PROGRAMME OUTCOMES 

The nine Landscape Partnership programme outcomes are listed below. They are 
intended to measure the difference the scheme makes as a whole to heritage, 
people and communities. Each individual project should also contribute to one or 
more of the nine outcomes.  
 
Heritage Outcomes 

Better managed 
To enable the project’s ambition to increase volunteer numbers, which will 
ultimately improve the management of the landscape, we have consulted and 
engaged with a number of local community groups and stakeholders, are interested 
in supporting the project through recruiting potential target volunteers (NGage and 
CVS). 

In better condition 
Training will better equip staff and volunteers to support the restoration and 
management of the sites. In addition, the development of proposed projects such 
as the restoration of the historic Dovecot in Purfleet will ensure that the heritage 
assets are in better condition.  

Identified / recorded 
Through potential activities such Heritage landscape Identification, Community 
Mapping, and Community Archaeology, the social history and natural heritage of 
the site will be better identified and recorded. 
 

Outcomes for People 

Developed skills 
63% of survey respondents expressed an interest in learning new skills. This project 
has the opportunity to up-skill local people in historical, nature conservation, 
heritage craft and transferrable skills. Emerging conversations with volunteer and 
training organisations such as Essex Wildlife Trust and National Heritage Training 
Group suggests that there is scope to help people develop new and different skills.  

Learnt about heritage 
77% of our survey respondents indicated that they were most interested in 
learning about their local and community history. This project has the ability to 
deliver heritage activities to a wider range of audiences through potential varied 
activities such as walks, community archaeology projects and temporary exhibitions, 
as well as through the development of on-site interpretation.  

Volunteered time 
66% of our survey respondents expressed interest in volunteering through 
opportunities such as wildlife conservation, local history mapping, and river work 
and surveys. This project, if partnered with existing groups, has the opportunity to 
reach a wider audience with volunteering. Organisations such as Ngage and CVS 
have expressed support in helping to recruit volunteers.  
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Outcomes for Communities 

Negative environmental impacts will be reduced 
Environmental activities such as river monitoring, along with physical interventions 
such as fen restoration, will see huge re-investment into the landscape and its 
maintenance, helping to alleviate and reverse some of the negative environmental 
impacts over the past years.  
 

More people and a wider range of people will have engaged with heritage 
Current audiences, as we have seen are not reflective of the diversity of the wider 
region. As part of the emerging proposals, targeted activities such as family days, 
children’s events, school programming, and training and volunteering opportunities 
will ensure a wider range of engagement.  
 

Your local area / community will be a better place to live, work and visit 
When asked about their feelings towards the landscape, survey respondents had a 
mixed view. While some expressed their appreciation for the beauty of the 
region’s green space, others did not understand the value or importance of the 
restorations. This project has the potential to improve landscapes and better 
engage people, helping them appreciate their living and working environment. 
 

  
Staff and volunteers at Thorndon Country Park © Essex Grazing Project 
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EMERGING PROJECTS 

At First Round, there were a number of activities and projects that had begun to 
be developed. We have reviewed and refined this list, and included further 
potential projects that have emerged from the consultation, relating to heritage, 
environment, as well as skills and training. We have summarised projects that 
would be of particular relevance to the local community below, The full list of 
projects can be found in Appendix III and this should be further refined and 
prioritised by the project board as the development phase continues. 
 
Built Heritage  

Community archaeology and recording   
There is a widespread interest in local archaeology, with 43% of survey 
respondents stating that this is what they are most interested in across the 
landscape. The scheme could develop serious community and school digs about 
coastal and intertidal archaeology along the Thames, for example at the Coalhouse 
Fort. There could be also opportunities to develop some archaeology-focused 
walks in coordination with some local archaeology groups in the area. Target 
audience: Residents working in deprived areas; White Working Class Residents; BAME 
community 

History walks and heritage trails   
46% of survey respondents have demonstrated an interest in folklore, legends and 
local stories and 48% in local traditions and events. This proves the need to 
develop history-themed activities and trails where people get the opportunity to 
enjoy these subject matters. More specifically, 58% of respondents would like to 
learn more about the area's heritage and landscape through guided walks. Bedfords 
Park, for example, would be a good site for walks relating to the history of the old 
mansion house that once stood there. Target audience: All 

Historic photo research and re-creation   
77% of respondents stated that they are interested in the local and community 
history of the landscape. Activities addressing this topic could include not only trips 
and lectures, but also community exhibitions and local collections research. 
Hornchurch Country Park’s new visitor centre, for instance, has a memory booth 
where visitors can ‘download’ their memories of the site; a group of trained 
volunteers could potentially make videos or curate an online platform using this 

content. This could be linked with recreating a historic photo could help connect 
communities to their past and to help integrate new residents. Target audience: 
Residents working in deprived areas; White Working Class Residents; BAME community; 
Families and Young People 

Physical interpretation  
There is a clear demand for better interpretation across the Land of the Fanns – 
45% of respondents would like to learn more about the area's heritage and 
landscape through way marked activities and discovery trails, 43% through printed 
guides and leaflets, 36% through information boards and 33% through smartphone 
apps and audio guides. Across many of the area’s sites, such as Bedfords, Thorndon 
and Eastbrookend parks, interpretation is tired. At others, such as the High House 
Production Park, physical interpretation is non-existent. Updating existing 
interpretive media and developing new interpretive tools would address this 
barrier. Target audience: All 

Temporary exhibitions  
Our residents survey has demonstrated that as high as 53% of respondents would 
like to learn more about the area's heritage and landscape through museums, 
heritage centres and exhibitions. The Landscape Partnership could therefore 
develop travelling archaeological and community exhibitions or temporary 
exhibitions in local museums. An exhibition about the lost landscapes at Valence 
House and Eastbury Manor could be a potentially successful initiative. Target 
audience: Residents working in deprived areas; White Working Class Residents; BAME 
community   
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Natural Environment  

Woodland management 
59% of surveyed people say that trees are the aspect of the landscape they value 
the most. This creates a strong case for allocating greater resources to improve 
woodland management and continue current efforts. At the heart of the Land of 
the Fanns there is a unique combination of partners, including the Forestry 
Commission and Hawthorn Heavy Horses, that could restore 20 hectares of 
ancient woodland through thinning, ride restoration, coppicing and under-planting. 
Target Audience: All 

Wildlife sessions 
Wildlife is for 41% of respondents the main reason why they visit the Land of the 
Fanns. 63% of people also say that wildlife is the aspect of the landscape they value 
the most. There is great potential for certain delivery partners, such as Thurrock 
Council and Essex Wildlife Trust, to create more drop-in family events during the 
school holidays for people to learn about wildlife through pond dipping, meet-the-
animals sessions, etc. Target audience: Schools; Families 
 

 
Young cyclists at Thorndon Country Park © Visit Essex 

 

Health walks and eco-therapy sessions  
The scheme could enhance the opportunities for health walks, therapeutic activities 
and green gyms across the area in response to an important community interest in 
using the landscape to get fresh air (72% of respondents said this is their main 
reason for visiting). Local councils could target inactive groups and promote 
emotional well-being, mental health and weight management programmes; and 
organisations like Mind Thurrock could develop walks into the landscape for 
people with past traumas and mental health issues. Target audience: All, but 
particularly people with disabilities and the elderly 

River monitoring 
59% of surveyed people voiced that rivers, waterways and drainage are the aspect 
of the Land of the Fanns that they are most interested in. There is a clear scope for 
developing activities around pollution monitoring and supporting waterways data 
collection, for example by linking up with the Friends of Bedfords Park. One such 
activity could be Citizen Science for H20 quality testing. Target audience: All 

Public footpaths 
Poor paths maintenance and muddy patches due to a lack of funds to carry out 
regular upkeep is a barrier for some people, especially those that are limited in 
their physical activities. A priority for the Landscape Partnership scheme would be 
to improve current paths and create new ones to increase connectivity and 
accessibility throughout the area. Some examples include creating a public footpath 
giving access to Dagenham Dock and the River Thames and widening the existing 
footpath to enable pedestrian access to/from Bedfords Park and the walled garden. 
Target audience: all 

Outdoor adventure  
There is a clear need to offer a variety of outdoor physical and adventure activities 
given that 49% of the people surveyed visit the landscape primarily to get some 
exercise. Developing a competitive cycle hire scheme is an idea, and there are 
already several attractions such as Rainham Marshes and Thorndon Country Park 
that are addressing this demand. Other adventure sports programmes could target 
specifically young people and would help resolve the problem of their lack of 
engagement with the landscape. Target audience: Families and Young People 
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Skills, Training and Volunteering  

Volunteer development  
There are currently no widespread volunteering opportunities across the Land of 
the Fanns, and each site within the landscape offers its own volunteering 
programme. There is a need to create a unified volunteer strategy, where the 
Landscape Partnership recruits new volunteers through community engagement 
and outreach. This would offer the opportunity to expand the volunteers’ current 
focus and, for instance, make use of art and drama to explore all aspects of the 
area’s heritage. Target audience: Residents working in deprived areas; White Working 
Class Residents; BAME community 

Heritage guide training  
The Landscape Partnership could develop courses that train volunteers in heritage 
guiding, in places such as the Coalhouse Fort, Bata Heritage Centre, Tilbury 
Riverside Project and High House Production Park. While volunteers would learn 
about the heritage of the area in the process, the skills they would gain could help 
their employability in the future. In fact, 21% of survey respondents have expressed 
an interest in learning general transferrable skills, such as team building, leadership 
and communication. Target audience: Residents working in deprived areas; White 
Working Class Residents; BAME community 

Woodland and heritage craft training  
Traditional woodland craft courses and workshops could encourage more people 
to work with trees, forests and tools in traditional ways. These could occur at 
Langdon Hills Country Park given its rich ancient woodlands dating back to 
prehistoric times. 33% of the people surveyed voiced an interest in learning new 
skills about heritage crafts e.g. coppicing, wattle and daub and hedge laying. More 
specifically, 19% were attracted about volunteering for hedge laying and tree 
planting. Target audience: All 

Nature management training  
As high as 40% of respondents would be interested in learning new skills about 
woodland and wildlife management, as well as nature conservation skills. 
Eastbrookend Country Park could be the hub for these types of training activities 
given that the Millennium Centre aims to become a vibrant space for ecological 
and environmental businesses. 26% of respondents have voiced an interest in 
volunteering for wildlife conservation and surveying e.g. veteran tree recording, bats 
and newts, so sites like Thorndon Country Park could attract more volunteers to 

join their already strong conservation programmes. Target audience: Residents 
working in deprived areas; White Working Class Residents; BAME community 

Forest Schools / outdoor education training  
Many parents stated that their main reason for visiting the Land of the Fanns is to 
encourage their children to learn more (18% of respondents). There is thus scope 
to enhance the education programme to include more numerous and diverse 
activities targeting nature, heritage, as well as all interests and ages. The Essex 
Wildlife Trust and Forest School Training could also work with teachers to train 
them about how better to use the landscape to serve the National Curriculum. 
Target audience: Schools 

Heritage building skills training  
35% of respondents have expressed an interest in learning new history-related 
skills, such as community archaeology and conserving historic structures. 26% 
would be specifically interested in volunteering for local history / mapping / 
archives-related projects and 15% for conducting archaeology and history surveys. 
There are audiences who could benefit from local training schemes for traditional 
building methods or shorter courses relating to heritage construction that could be 
delivered in partnership with the National Heritage Training Group. Target 
audience: General public; Residents working in deprived areas; White Working Class 
Residents; BAME community 
 

 
The Upminster Windmill © London Unveiled
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PROMOTION AND MARKETING 

Consultation with various groups has revealed the lack of knowledge about the 
landscape from the local community, indicating a need for a strong, coordinated 
marketing approach. Appropriate marketing methods differ for audience groups; 
one size does not fit all. We would suggest that a wide public promotion, with 
strong branding, taken on board by participating partners as well as developing 
existing networks, such as youth groups, neighbourhood associations, service user 
organisations, etc. is key.  
 
Schools  

For schools programming, consultations indicated the importance of establishing a 
specific contact within schools to promote trips and activities. Generic emails sent 
to schools are often not directed to the correct person. It is also very important in 
the promotion of different trips and activities, that the marketing materials explicitly 
show how the activity will support national curriculum requirements. On average, 
schools generally require a lead in time of half-a-term to 1 term in advance of 
undertaking trips and activities.  
 
Public marketing 

Generally, digital media such as Email and Websites are the best way to 
communicate to a wide audience. However, smaller networks and local 
newspapers are important sources of communication, so the project will need to 
promote through local networks, such residents associations, family groups etc. 
 
Youth and families 

Youth and families required a slightly different marketing approach. Conversations 
with Claire Love from Essex County Council suggested, unsurprisingly, that young 
people tend to prefer social and digital media marketing. Speaking with Christine 
Phillips from LBBD, however, for parents and families, a lo-fi approach of posters 
and leaflets at community and children’s centres, libraries and word of mouth 

through friends’ networks were important marketing tools.Our recommendation is 
distributing leaflets through libraries, youth and leisure centres and schools whilst 
maintaining a strong online presence and a strong digital marketing strategy.  
 
Older people  

Results of our survey suggested that 42% of people over 60 prefer to hear about 
things via email and e-newsletter. Other preferred communication methods include 
local newspapers and websites (both at 16%).  
 
 
How do you like to hear about things that are going on in your local area? (All survey 
respondents) 
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MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

Monitoring and evaluation are separate practices dedicated to the assessment of a 
project’s overall performance. Monitoring is a systematic and long-term process 
that gathers information relating to the progress made by the project. Evaluation is 
time specific and it is performed to judge whether the project has achieved set 
targets and met the outcomes according to its original plan. 
 
The monitoring and evaluation strategy proposed in this section summarises HLF’s 
Evaluation Guidance for Landscape Partnerships (2014).  
 
To be able to evaluate this Landscape Partnership it is necessary to clearly state 
what its milestones and final outputs are. This should be built into the scheme from 
the start and reviewed regularly, and should involve both partners and local people. 
During delivery, the evolution of the project should be constantly checked so that 
the evaluation of partial and final outputs is consistent. Whereas it is clear how to 
measure the success of an activity by stating that a certain target was reached, to 
measure the impact of such activity in community dynamics is more challenging.  
 
Collecting, reviewing and sharing information about the Landscape Partnership is an 
essential part of the evaluation process. Before beginning to deliver the scheme it is 
important that baseline data is gathered on who is currently using the landscape, 
how they are using them and their current level of knowledge about the 
landscape’s heritage. At regular intervals during the project the team should carry 
out research to establish how this data has changed. We intend to involve more 
people overall, with increases in audiences from younger demographics, from BME 
groups, those with disabilities and from a wider geographical area. We also want to 
increase our future audience’s level of understanding and engagement. 
 
The project should not consider evaluation simply at the end of the scheme, but 
evaluation techniques and data collection should be embedded throughout the 
process. This can be something that is resourced, and included in the HLF budget.  

By planning particular activities and keeping good records of what has been done 
the project can easily review which of these activities have been carried out and 
how successful each activity was in delivering the project aims. This process is 
essential to later demonstrate what the scheme has achieved as a whole. This will 
achieved by keeping track of: 
 

• Overall numbers of people 

• Demographic information from users (including postcode data) 

• Numbers of activities delivered 

• Feedback from users 

• Regular consultation through volunteers and community network. 
 
The project staff will need to monitor these factors in its monthly reports. It should 
compare this information with the aims of the project and those of the HLF. The 
project team should also carry out an annual evaluation process throughout the 
project and a consultation evaluation at the end of the project. 
 
These reports should clearly distinguish between outputs and outcomes. Outputs 
are quantifiable measures of what the Landscape Partnership scheme has delivered 
through its activities or capital works such as information on the number of 
volunteer days, hours of training, trees planted, etc. Outcomes involve the impact 
of the scheme on the community or on the landscape and its heritage features, 
which may often include a quantitative element but also embody qualitative 
opinions captured by asking people about the changes they have experienced.  
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Evaluation Techniques 

Biodiversity and environment 
Conservation of natural heritage can include the protection or reintroduction of 
species, the eradication of alien species, the maintenance, restoration or 
enhancement of habitats such as grassland, ancient woodland, rivers and ponds. 
Habitat works may also involve the repair or restoration of boundary features such 
as fences, hedges and dry stonewalls. All these can be included as output data. 

Built Heritage 
Recording/cataloguing, archiving, storing, repairing, restoration, reuse and 
interpretation of conservation area, historic features, designed landscapes, and 
within museums and galleries can serve as output data.  

People and Communities 
Outcomes for biodiversity and built heritage are essential, but people and 
communities are core to Landscape Partnership programme. Recording tangible 
outputs is a good start, but more important is to answer the question of impact. It 
is important to ensure that the evaluation demonstrates what people have gained 
and why it is important. Evaluation techniques to capture may include but are not 
limited to:  

• Surveys and feedback forms 

• Workshops 

• Focus groups 

• Forums 

• Online discussions 

• Storyboarding 

• Media (I.e. photography and video) to show change over time 
 

 
Little Gull diving for food at Bedfords Park © National Education Network 
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APPENDIX I: ENGAGEMENT LIST

Project Board Members 

• Benjamin Sanderson, Regeneration Officer at London Borough of Havering 

• Jenny Austin, Community Woodland Manager at Forestry Commission 

• Martin Barkworth, Finance Trustee at Thames Chase Trust 

• Matt Wilson, Ranger Service Manager at London Borough of Barking and 
Dagenham 

• Scott Sullivan, Development Officer at Thames Chase Trust 

• Stephen Taylor, Programmes and Projects Manager at Thurrock Council 

• Stuart Anderson, Parks Officer at Brentwood Borough Council. 
 
Project Stakeholders 

• Mike Ostler, High House Community Group 

• Gary Houghton, High House Community Group 

• Christine Phillips, LB Barking and Dagenham - Tenant Participation 

• Julie Bennett, Community Engagement Manager, LB Havering 

• Pippa Meades, District Based Youth and Community Commissioner, Essex 
County Council 

• Erin Soderberg, myPlace, LB Havering  

• Chris Irving, Youth Facilitation Manager, myPlace LB Havering 

• Rita Giles, Ibscott and Whyhill Walk TRA 

• Yvonne Evans, Thurrock Council - Education 

• Glinith Pettit, Age Concern Thurrock 

• Emma Harrington, Thames 21 

• James Rice, The Woodland Trust 

• Tony Chadwick, The Woodland Trust 

• Yanni Andrews, Forestry Commission 

• Scott Osborne, Forestry Commission 

• Pat Fitzsimmons, Thames Estuary Partnership 

• Jonathan Cook, RSPB 

• Lois Amos, Friends of Bedfords Park 

• Jane Herbert, Essex Wildlife Trust 

• Sue Bradish, Public Health, Thurrock Council  

• Tracey Finn, Public Health, Thurrock Council  

• Hazel Sacco, Thurrock Council / Coalhouse Fort 

• Paul Sainsbury, Essex Industrial Archaeology Group, Essex Society for 
Archaeology and History, Upminster Windmill Archaeology Group 

• Alan Marsh, Brentwood Council 

• Alison Campbell, Thurrock Council 

• James Rose, LB Havering 

• Linda Beard, LB Barking and Dagenham 

• Nick Stanley, Thurrock Council - Langdon Hills 

• Erica McCuster, Batais 

• Jessica Lenard, Briantree Mencap Society 
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Local Attractions  

• Andrea Stark, Chief Executive at High House Production Park  

• Andrew Gouldstone, Site Manager at Rainham Marshes   

• Andrew Sidders, Education and Community Officer at Chafford Gorges 
Nature Park  

• Emma Roebuck, former Park Ranger at Eastbrookend Country Park 

• Louise Andrew, Site Manager at Thorndon Country Park 

• Mary Wright, Trustee at Thames Chase Trust  

• Paul Sainsbury, Volunteer at Upminster Windmill  

• Tarnya Carter, Environmental Programme Projects Manager at Essex 
Wildilfe Trust 

• Wendy Baker, Forest Centre Manager at Thames Chase Forest Centre  
 

Schools 

• Nicola Le-May, Towers Junior School 

• Hannah Courtney, La Salette Catholic Primary School 

• Hazel Fletcher, Clockhouse Primary School 

• Sharon Newman, St Patrick’s Primary School 

• Clair Cannon and Victoria Hart, Rainham Village Primary School 

• Jodie Goodman, Scargill Junior School 

• Holly Moorhouse, Pyrgo Priory Primary Academy 

• Heidi Perchard, Crowlands Primary School 

• Pat Fitzpatrick, Engayne Primary School postcode 

• S Gould , Mawney Foundation School 

• Penny Smith, Squirrels Heath Junior School 

• Jan Hawkins, Gidea Park Primary School 

• Emma Price, Elm Park Primary School 

• Lynn Crane, Newtons Primary School 

• Andrew Fullagar, Richard Alibon Primary School 

• Emma Poysden / Clare Hewitt, Thameside Primary School 

• Richard Davies, Brentwood County High School 

• Ed Caines, Woodside Academy 
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APPENDIX II: QUESTIONNAIRE

 

15 Would you be interested in learning new skills in the 
following areas? (Tick all that apply):

Historic skills, e.g. community archaeology, conserving historic 
structures

Nature conservation skills, e.g. restoring wetland habitats, land 
management

Heritage craft skills, e.g. coppicing, wattle and daub, hedge-laying

Transferrable skills, e.g. team building, leadership, 
communications

I’m not interested in learning any new skills

16 Would you be interested in volunteering in any of the 
following? (Tick all that apply)

Wildlife conservation and surveying

Hedge laying / tree planting

Footpath / view restoring 

River work and surveys

Archaeology and history surveys

Local history / mapping / archives 

Training / managing other volunteers

Arts / culture projects / crafts

Media / photography

Other (please specify):  

17 In what ways would you like to learn more about the area’s 
heritage and landscape? (Tick all that apply)

Museums, heritage centres 
and exhibitions Information boards 

Drama and historical  
re-enactments Printed guides and leaflets 

Arts and crafts Smartphone apps  
and audio guides 

Talks, lectures Websites 

Guided walks Don’t wish to learn more 

Waymarked activity and 
discovery trails 

Other (please specify):  

18 Are there any opportunities for projects you would like to 
see developed under the landscape area? Please describe: 

19 Do you have any other comments? 

20 Where did you hear about this questionnaire? 

21 Gender

Male 

Female

Prefer not to answer

22 Age

Under 16 50-59

16-19 60-69

20-29 70+

30-39 Prefer not to answer

40-49

23 Do you consider yourself to have a disability?

Yes     No Prefer not to answer

If yes, how would you describe this?

24 How would you describe your ethnicity? 

25 Contact details

Name:  

Email: 

Postcode: 

26 Would you be interested in:

Volunteering 

Kept up-to-date with news

A little about you 

9 What is (are) your main reason(s) for visiting?  
(Tick all that apply)

Get some exercise Walk the dog

Get fresh air / enjoy the 
landscape

Take part in an event or 
activity

See wildlife Encourage children to 
learn more

To get somewhere
Other (please specify):

10 What hinders you from going to places in the landscape area 
more frequently? (Tick all that apply)

Not knowing what’s there to do or see

Feeling worried or anxious about visiting a ‘wilder’ area 

Difficulty in getting to the area 

Difficulties in getting around because of the terrain 

Other (please specify):  

11 What aspects of the area’s landscape are you most 
interested in? (Tick all that apply) 

Landscape and views Rivers, waterways and 
drainage 

Trees Wildlife 

Other (please specify):

12 What aspects of the area’s heritage are you most interested 
in? (Tick all that apply) 

Local and community history 

Industrial and mining history 

Archaeology

Rural and farming history 

Folklore, legends and local stories 

Local traditions and events  

Other  (please specify):  

13 When you last visited a place within the landscape area, how 
did you get there? (Tick one)

Walked By bus

Cycled By train 

By car 
Other (please specify):  

14 How do you like to hear about things that are going on in 
your local area? (Tick one)

Word of mouth Email

Local newspapers Display / noticeboards

Websites TV / radio

Leaflets
Other (please specify):

The Land of the Fanns is an area of landscape that extends 
from Dagenham to Stamford le Hope and from Brentwood 
to the Thames.  It is illustrated on the map provided and can 
be divided into areas of distinct character as shown.

1 Please provide three words that reflect your feelings towards 
this landscape 

2 Do you recognise the different character areas  
on the map?

Yes No

3 Have we given these different areas the right names?  Would 
you change any?

4 Which of these areas do you value the most and why?

5 Which of these areas do you value the least and why? 

6
What changes have you seen in this landscape over your 
lifetime and what change would you like to see in the 
future? 

7
Name a place or view within the landscape that you think is 
special and explain why. Please mark the location with an X on 
the map and draw an arrow to show the direction of a view.
Place:

Reason:

8 How often do you visit places for leisure within the landscape 
area? (Tick one)

Daily Once a year

Weekly Less than once a year

Monthly Never (Go to Q10)

A few times a year

Land of the Fanns questionnaire
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APPENDIX III: EMERGING PROJECTS

PROGRAMME A: BUILT HERITAGE 

  Project idea Description Potential project leads Potential target audiences 

A1 Designed 
landscapes 

• Restoration and interpretation of designed landscapes, for example the Capability 
Brown/Humphrey Repton landscape at Belhus Country Park 
• It will involve volunteers through a combination of ecological and historical survey 
work culminating in the production of a bespoke landscape restoration plan 

Thurrock Council All 

A2 Community 
mapping 

• Identification of special places and views valued by communities to inform 
understanding of the landscape 
• Peer to peer training programme in market and heritage research 
• Leaflets, maps and events delivered 
• Accredited courses 

Havering Museum 
Walking for Health 
LB of Havering 

All 

A3 Digital heritage • Use heritage research through the community mapping project and other 
learning initiatives for app development that complements the heritage walk 
programme  

Thames Chase Trust All 

A4 Land of the Fanns 
website 

• A central online point for the 5 year programme Thames Chase Trust All 

A5 Heritage landscape 
identification 

• A series of talks and field visits where communities and volunteers are taught to 
'read' the landscape 

Havering Museum 
Thames Chase Trust 
Discover Me 
Network 

All 

A6 The Heart of the 
Fanns book 

• A project based on the history and stories of the surviving London fanns and 
marshes in southwest Essex 
• Research, writing a paper and publication of a set of information leaflets and 
interpretation events on the history and evolution of the area 

Norma Jennings 
Sue Smith 
(local historians) 

All 

A7 Travelling 
archaeological 
exhibition 

• The archaeological heritage exposed by the mineral extraction industry and 
recorded by the Museum of London is out of reach both physically and 
intellectually to the majority of the local population 
• Exhibitions and events will be held to give wider access to these important 
archaeological finds telling the story of the Ice Age and early human habitation of 
the area 

Thurrock Museum 
Havering Museum 
Museum of London 

Residents working in deprived 
areas; white working class 
residents; BAME community 

A8 Land of the Fanns 
conference 
programme 

• Bring together community groups with an interest in aspects of the history of 
human settlement including archaeology and built heritage of the area 
• An annual event with different themes and also a grand finale to the project 

Norma Jennings 
(local historians) 

All 
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PROGRAMME A: BUILT HERITAGE 

  Project idea Description Potential project leads Potential target audiences 

bringing together all the groups who have been involved in the lifetime of the 
scheme 

A9 Heritage walks • A programme of footpath regeneration to examine historical routes and their 
destinations to enable walkers to understand better this unique landscape and its 
influence on the social and political history of East London and South West Essex 
• The aim is to provide a network of paths that will lead people through the story 
of the landscape and help them to connect and understand the historic sites and 
buildings that abound in this locality  

Thames Chase Trust 
Local authorities 

Residents working in deprived 
areas; white working class 
residents; BAME community 

A10 Dovecote 
restoration 

• Restoration and interpretation of the Dovecote at High House Production Park 
in Purfleet 

High House 
Community Group 

All 

A11 Bedfords Park 
community 
archaeology 

• Villa site there was partially investigated in the 1970s but there are few records 
of the work. Digging out the old trenches to expose the archaeology that was seen 
before and record it could be an achievable volunteer project 
• This would also help inform on any further community work and on wider park 
management 

English Heritage All 

A12 Public art • Art and heritage trail and / or festival  Families and young people 

A13 Community 
archaeology and 
recording 

• Development of community and school digs on coastal and intertidal archaeology 
projects on the Thames at Coalhouse Fort (currently, Thurrock works with Seevic 
College, CITiZAN and the Museum of London Archaeological Service to do 
archaeology projects, but there is scope to do more) 
• Archaeology focused walks, community digs, etc.  
• Coordination of projects with other local archaeology groups in the area 

Thurrock Council 
(Hazel Sacco, 
Coalhouse Fort) 
CITiZAN 
Upminster Windmill 
(Paul Sainsbury) 
Essex Society for 
Archaeology and 
History (Paul 
Sainsbury) 
Essex Industrial 
Archaeology Group 
(Paul Sainsbury) 

Residents working in deprived 
areas; white working class 
residents; BAME community 

A14 History walks in 
Bedfords Park 

• Walks relating to the history of the area  
• The visitor centre is built on the footprint of an old mansion house – walks could 
be developed around this history as well as heritage tree walks 

Friends of Bedfords 
Park (Lois Amos) 
Essex Wildlife Trust 

All 

A15 Historic photo 
recreation 

• Re-create a historic photograph in country parks for residents to understand the 
history behind it 
• Also an event to get people out and actively involved 

  Residents working in deprived 
areas; white working class 
residents; BAME community; 
families and young people 
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PROGRAMME A: BUILT HERITAGE 

  Project idea Description Potential project leads Potential target audiences 

A16 High House 
interpretation 

• Develop interpretation and signage around the historic landscape areas of the 
High House Production Park, and especially the Dovecot (an ancient scheduled 
monument) 

  All 

A17 LBBD Gun Site • Develop a trail around the historic Gun Site near the Marks Gate Community 
relating to the site's history as a gun field 
• Synergy with other local projects to restore and provide access to the site 

LBBD (Linda Beard) 
Agenda21 

Residents working in deprived 
areas; white working class 
residents; BAME community 

A18 Valence House 
interpretation 

• Interpretation of the landscape around Valence House, including the Ancient 
Moated site (12th C), Farmland, Rabbit garden, Pleasure gardens, Great tree of 
London, Ancient coppiced hazel tree  

LBBD  Residents working in deprived 
areas; white working class 
residents; BAME community 

A19 Barking and 
Dagenham 
temporary 
exhibition 

• Temporary exhibition around the lost landscape at Valence House and Eastbury 
Manor (possibly becoming permanent) 

LBBD  Residents working in deprived 
areas; white working class 
residents; BAME community 

 

PROGRAMME B: NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

  Project idea Description Potential project 
leads 

Potential target audiences 

B1 Community tree 
nursery 

• Establishment of a tree nursery business providing genetically diverse stock for sale 
locally in support of the Landscape Partnership 
• Establishment of other social enterprise initiatives 

Thames Chase Trust 
The Conservation 
Foundation 

All 

B2 Connections for 
people and wildlife 

• New accessible pathways for pedestrians and cyclists at various sites within the 
project area and in areas of restoration following mineral extraction 
• This would help complete missing links and create new and unparalleled access to 
open space and access to nature 

Brentwood Borough 
Council 
Thurrock Council 
RSPB 
LB of Havering 
Walking for Health 
Sustrans 

All 

B3-i Rivers • Complement delivery of Catchment Restoration Plans for the Rom/Beam, 
Ingrebourne and Mardyke which comprise the restoration of naturally functioning 
rivers and floodplains in order to achieve good ecological status under the Water 
Framework Directive. 
 

Essex Wildlife Trust 
Thurrock Council 
LB of Havering 
Environment Agency 
Thames21 

All 

B3-ii Fen restoration 
and interpretation 

• Highlight and interpret the local fen landscape to landowners and visitors. Local 
volunteers to communicate this message to landowners 
• Explore the possibility of agri-environment funding to restore the fen landscape 

 All 
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PROGRAMME B: NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

  Project idea Description Potential project 
leads 

Potential target audiences 

• Restore areas of neglected fenland at Rainham Marshes and Ingrebourne Marshes 

B3-iii Heathland • The remnants of heathland within the scheme area present an original 
opportunity to restore an ancient and relatively undisturbed landscape e.g. Tylers 
Common in Upminster is deteriorating in terms of their landscape and nature 
conservation value 

  All 

B3-iv Reptiles and 
amphibians 

• The scheme area is incomparable at a regional level in terms of the number of 
sites that support three and even four of the UK’s native reptile species. Sites 
supporting adders are of particular significance due to their rarity 
• Through identification of ‘hotspots’ the aim of the project will be to protect and 
enhance existing sites, enhance habitat connectivity and promote species dispersal 
through appropriate management  

Alister Hayes (LWT) 
Mandy Rudd (GIGL) 

All 

B3-v Woodland • The unique combination of partners, including Forestry Commission, presents an 
opportunity to restore 20 hectares of ancient woodland through thinning, ride 
restoration, coppicing and under-planting 
• The project will engage with Hawthorn Heavy Horses local forestry operator to 
use rare breed Suffolk Punch Horses to extract timber, supporting a traditional 
industry and minimising potentially damaging forestry operations on the landscape 

Forestry Commission 
Essex Wildlife Trust 

All 

B3-vi Grassland • Throughout the duration of the scheme, 40 hectares of species-rich grassland will 
be brought into a conservation management regime 
• Advice to landowners will promote innovative management and will be aimed at 
encouraging land managers throughout the project area to achieve similar landscape 
and ecological improvements through accessing agri-environment scheme funding 

 All 

B4 Establishment of 
social enterprise 

 • The project will explore the possibility of the establishment of a social enterprise 
related to harvesting products from local woodland and grassland management 

LB of Havering All 

B5 Stepping stones • Beeline pollination project being worked up 
• Natural estate – social housing spaces for nature. Ensuring invertebrate-rich sites 
are flagged up through spatial assessments so that partners like Buglife can support 
improvement 
• Facilitate private land gardening (i.e. social housing) 

  All 

B6 Davy Down • Interpretation project Davy Down Trust 
Land Trust 

All 

B7 Jetties and 
foreshores 

• Restore and interpret jetties and new ones that linked landscape to river London Wildlife Trust 
RSPB 
Thames21 

All 
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PROGRAMME B: NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

  Project idea Description Potential project 
leads 

Potential target audiences 

B8 Enrolment of 
landowners into 
environmental 
schemes 

• Development of new Environmental Land Management Scheme Landowners 
Natural England 
Forestry Commission 

All 

B9 Havering-atte-
Bower to Broxhill 
road footpath  

• Widening of footpath to enable pedestrian access to/from Bedfords Park and the 
walled garden 
• New bridle path to connect ends of existing bridle path network and get horses 
off the road 

HABCO All 

B10 Bedfords Park • Built heritage restoration, reservoir renovation, as well as built and natural heritage 
conservation 

Friends of Bedfords 
Park 

All 

B11 Lower Mardyke • Footpath to link Davy Down and Rainham Thurrock Council All 

B12 Woodland 
management 

• Manage the ancient woodland in Thorndon Country Park  Forestry Commission 
(Yanni Andrews) 

All 

B13 Wacky about 
wildlife 

• Drop in family events during school holidays for people to learn about wildlife, 
through pond dipping, meet-the-animals sessions, etc. 
• Use external provider (EWT) to deliver this project around the scheme area 

Thurrock Council 
Essex Wildlife Trust 

Schools; families 

B14 Well-being 
through wildlife 

• Series of small projects promoting health and wellbeing through walks, natural 
heritage, etc. 

RSPB All, but particularly people with 
disabilities and the elderly 

B15 Health walks • Public walks, physical activities and green gyms throughout Thurrock to target 
inactive groups and promote emotional well-being, mental health and weight 
management 

Thurrock Council 
(Sue Bradish, Tracey 
Finn) 
Mind Thurrock 

All, but particularly people with 
disabilities and the elderly 

B16 Equipment  • Langdon Hills Country Park has a thriving friends group and has seen increased 
numbers of volunteers, but no machinery to undertake tasks 
• This could also help with the development of woodland craft 

Langdon Hills (Nick 
Stanley) 

All 

B17 River monitoring • Pollution monitoring 
• Scope for students and volunteers to get involved 
• Get local people involved in supporting and data collection 
• Potential link up with Bedfords Park Friends 

Essex Wildlife Trust 
(Jane Herbert) 
Bedfords Park Friends 
Local college 
Thames21 

All 

B18 Interpretation 
throughout 
Bedfords Park 

• Interpretation and signage in and around Bedfords Park (Havering edge) 
• Reopen views to London and the rest of the Land of the Fanns area 

Bedfords Park Friends All 
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PROGRAMME B: NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

  Project idea Description Potential project 
leads 

Potential target audiences 

B19 Wetting 
Wennington  

• Wetting Wennington Marshes through sunshine (solar powered water pumping 
scheme) 

RSPB All 

B20 Public footpaths • Create a public footpath giving access to Dagenham Dock and the River Thames  All 

B21 Walks and talks at 
Thorndon 
Country Park 

• Series of one-off themed walks and lectures Thorndon Country 
Park 

Young people and families 
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PROGRAMME C: SKILLS, TRAINING AND VOLUNTEERING 

  Project idea Description Potential project 
leads 

Potential target audiences 

C1 Apprentice scheme • Employ 8 apprentices over its lifetime receiving training in tasks including 
environmental conservation, conservation of built heritage, horticulture and 
woodland management 
• The apprentices will support specific projects as a means of supplementing their 
training and also helping to fulfil individual project aims 

RSPB 
Thurrock Council 
LB Havering 

Young People 

C2 Community action 
budget 

• The project will work with local community groups to ascertain what parts of the 
natural and built heritage are important to them. The Partnership will manage a 
small community action budget for groups to bid for and deliver small-scale projects 
• The budget will help to encourage empowerment and promote a sense of 
ownership of heritage by local people 

Land of the Fanns 
strategic board 

All 

C3 Volunteer outreach 
and development 

• Programme for training and education for volunteers in the built and natural 
heritage 
• Recruit new volunteers through community engagement and outreach 
• Provide volunteer provision and development  
• There are a number of visitor centres within the scheme area operated by 
Thames Chase Trust, Essex Wildlife Trust and RSPB. There are also a number of 
local heritage organisations in the area that can offer training and learning 
opportunities, including the Upminster Windmill Preservation Trust, Havering 
Museum and Purfleet Museum 

Volunteer focussed 
environment and 
heritage visitor 
centres and sites 
Forestry Commission 
(Scott Osborne) 

All 

C4 Creating 
communities 

• Create communities to link with healthy walks and engaging with public health 
• Create opportunities for the young to take over from an ageing rambling 
population 
• Train leaders 
• Increase diversity in the countryside 
• Provide new skills in countryside management – e.g. apprenticeships, creating the 
next community leaders 

Thurrock Ramblers 
Thames Chase Trust  
RSPB  
Essex Wildlife Trust 
Davy Down 
Public health 
departments 
Thurrock Council 
Sustrans 

All 

C5 Marketing the 
landscape 

• Promotion of existing museums and visitor centres 
• Identify barriers which stop organised groups from visiting productive landscapes 
within area (i.e. local farms) 

Land of the Fanns 
Partnership 

All 

C6 Children and 
theatricals 

• Take productions into communities, working from High House Production Park, 
and link with Royal Opera House 

High House 
Production Park 

Families and young people 

C7 Jet-ski training • Jet Ski training provides appreciation of the natural environment and leads to Thames Estuary All 
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PROGRAMME C: SKILLS, TRAINING AND VOLUNTEERING 

  Project idea Description Potential project 
leads 

Potential target audiences 

maritime occupations 
• Incorporate environmental / historical training into jet skiing 

Partnership (Pat 
Fitzsimmons, 
Director) 

C8 Community 
volunteering 

• Waterway clean-ups, conservation work, river restoration 
• Citizen science (H20 quality testing) – residents can obtain a kit to test the water 
quality of their local water source 

Thames21 
Canals and Rivers 
Trust 

Residents working in deprived 
areas; white working class 
residents; BAME community 

C9 Waterway training • Accredited training course: Leading a Waterway Clean-up 
• Other training: Water Testing, Thames River Watch 
• Courses in development include: Identifying Invasive Non-Native Species, 
Biosecurity, Waterway Management Techniques and Fundraising for Badged Groups 

Thames21 
Canals and Rivers 
Trust 

Residents working in deprived 
areas; white working class 
residents; BAME community 

C10 Heritage guide 
training 

• Courses that train volunteers in heritage guiding, in places such as Coalhouse Fort, 
Bata Heritage Centre, Tilbury Riverside Project and High House Production Park 
• People can gain skills to use for volunteering or help their employability 
• People learn about the heritage of the area in the process 

High House 
Community Group 
(Mike Ostler) 

Residents working in deprived 
areas; white working class 
residents; BAME community 

C11 Training at High 
House  

• Using the historic High House, which is unused and in need of restoration 
• Pairing the training with local history talks / walks 

High House 
Community Group 

Residents working in deprived 
areas; white working class 
residents; BAME community 

C12 Food growing 
project  

• Bedfords Park has a historic Georgian (1776) walled garden where things could 
be grown 
• Food growing / cooking and gardening training or gardening activities 
• Potential for good views of London – relating to natural environment 

Friends of Bedfords 
Park (Lois Amos) 

Residents working in deprived 
areas; white working class 
residents; BAME community; 
Schools 

C13 Craft training • Training in woodland craft skills at Langdon Hills Country Park 
• Encourage participation in living landscapes 

Nick Stanley (Senior 
Ranger at Langdon 
Hills) 

Residents working in deprived 
areas; white working class 
residents; BAME community 

C14 Wildlife 
management 
training 

• Training from LBBD rangers on undertaking wildlife surveys, managing habitats, 
first-aid and volunteer / people management 

LBBD Residents working in deprived 
areas; white working class 
residents; BAME community 

C15 Woodland 
management 

• Community coppicing and tree planting 
• Volunteer outreach 

Woodland Trust 
(Tony Chadwick / 
James Rice) 

All 

C16 Orchard 
restoration 

• High House orchard restoration training could be linked with volunteering 
activities and larger events around the orchard 

High House 
Community Group 
(Mike Ostler) 

All 

C17 Forest school/ • Working with teachers and training them about how better to use the landscape / Essex Wildlife Trust Schools 
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PROGRAMME C: SKILLS, TRAINING AND VOLUNTEERING 

  Project idea Description Potential project 
leads 

Potential target audiences 

outdoor education 
training 

heritage in education 
• This will create a network of teachers that are interested in outdoor education 

Forest School 
Training 

C18 Heritage building 
skills training 

• Running a local training scheme for traditional building methods, which would run 
in historic townscapes  
• There could be other courses relating to heritage building skills 

National Heritage 
Training Group 

General public; residents working 
in deprived areas; white working 
class residents; BAME community 

C19 Ecotherapy walks • Walks into the landscape for people with mental health issues as the nature can 
calm anxieties 

Mind Thurrock Elderly and people with disabilities 

C20 Education training • Could provide training on schools outreach and various formal education training, 
particularly for people who are looking for work 

Bedfords Park Young people 

C21 Photo curation at 
Hornchurch 
Country Park 

• Hornchurch Country Park's visitor centre has a memory booth where visitors can 
‘download’ their memories of the site, which has proved quite successful  
• Potential to train volunteers to curate photos and stories that visitors download, 
with outputs such as videos, photo editing and uploading content online 

Hornchurch Country 
Park 

Young people 
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